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ABSTRACT

A prototype raster geographic information system (GIS) for agricultural water

quality analysis was developed considering the farm as an aggregation of spatial units

with homogeneous physical and management characteristics. A crop model that

simulates the farm and environment response to different management scenarios was

integrated with the GIS. The integrated GIS-model is then run on each homogeneous

area. The results of crop yield and chemical leaching are geographically referenced for

further display and analysis, and to serve as an input to the decision model. A decision

model based on maximization of expected utility (MEU) was also integrated to help

assess and evaluate the impacts of fertilizer application on the faun system and the

environment. By using utilities for both crop yield and chemical leaching the model

circumvents the issue of assigning a monetary value to the environment.

Accommodating both the farmers' goals, in terms of higher yield and the well being of

the environment, in terms of lower chemical leaching, the model computes the expected

utility of each management scenario. The management practice with the maximum

expected utility is then recommended. The integrated model was tested with an example

of lettuce production in Arizona. Results were compared to published field reports, the

model recommendation matched well with the field results. The prototype model was

simple to use, and very well integrated, which makes it an alternative to the more

complex and expensive coupling of commercial GIS and simulation models.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In the recent decades, increased attention has been devoted to the environmental

aspects of agricultural production. The environmental stress caused by modem

agricultural practices resulted in a search for balancing food supplies security and the

protection of the environment (Soil Conservation Service (SCS), 1989). This change in

focus is primarily due to the increased use of chemicals and fertilizers. One of the main

issues, is to what extent the development in the agricultural sector is endangering the

surrounding physical environment (Maidment, 1993), causing future problems for the

health of all living species, and how to change agricultural practices in the direction of a

more sustainable development. This debate has influenced research in most agricultural

disciplines, leading to increased interest in the complex relations between policy making,

agriculture and the environment.

Implementing regulatory measures, which can lead to the achievement of the

political objectives concerning the environment, demands a detailed knowledge not only

about how the environment is affected by agricultural practices, but also about how

implemented policies affect the practices. Thus, an overall investigation of how to

construct policies providing an environmentally sustainable agricultural development

brings about the need of an integrated multi-disciplinary framework, involving a wide

range of research.
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Since the emergence of the Clean Water Act of 1987 , many federal and state

environmental agencies have increased their focus on understanding, managing and

ultimately bringing under control the water quality problem. With over 40 percent of

section 319 of Clean Water Act grants being used to control agricultural nonpoint source

pollution (NPS) (EPA, 1987, 1990, 1994), research institutions are devising programs

and tools to better deal with this issue. The National Water Quality Inventory published

by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA, 1987, 1992) reports that agricultural

nonpoint source (NPS) pollution is the leading source of water quality impacts to

surveyed rivers and lakes, the third largest source of impairments to surveyed estuaries,

and also a major contributor to ground water contamination and wetlands degradation.

The task of addressing negative farm activities involves the quantitative and

qualitative assessment of NPS pollution from the agricultural industry and the institution

of guidelines and recommendations to maintain this contribution within acceptable limits.

Any solution will have to be sensitive to the social and economical harmony of the

established systems. It is readily apparent that new environmental policies are long

overdue in order to maintain the natural and economic haimony. One can already sense

the objectives and goals of studying such issue. The Soil Conservation Services five year

plan (SCS, 1989) suggested two objectives:

1. To evaluate pollutant loads and determine the level of contribution from agricultural

sources relative to other sources, and

2. To evaluate the effects of conservation systems and conservation practices in reducing

or preventing agricultural nonpoint source pollution.
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Two important issues are already stated in these goals, estimating pollutant's load and

simulating various management practices. In order to study the effects of fertilizer and

chemical application on both crop yield and water quality, one needs to account for their

spatial variability and be able to evaluate the different possible management scenarios.

When applied in quantities above the crop requirements, these chemicals can adversely

affect the environment and speed water quality degradation. In order to help sustain

agricultural activities and preserve the environment, different management programs can

be implemented at the farm level. A management practice is a set of recommendations

ranging from reducing fertilizer application to changing crop patterns, and is designed to

both maintain an acceptable crop yield, yet reduce chemical leaching to underground

water. The efficiency of these management practices needs to be evaluated and

quantified if we are to make better environmental decision.

Field scale tests are usually limited due to the time required and the spatial

variability of any study area (Stockle et al., 1994). With the biophysical interaction of the

farm system parameters very well defined, mathematical models can be designed to

simulate the crop (SCS, 1993) and the environment response to any production

management alternative (Arnold et al., 1994; Wolfe et al., 1995). Many models are

already being used successfully around the world, such as Agricultural Non Point Source

(AGNPS) (Young, 1987), Ground Water Loading Effects of Agricultural Management

Systems (GLEAMS) (Knisel, 1980; Knisel et al., 1993), and Soil and Water Assessment

Tool (SWAT) to evaluate different farm management techniques.
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The spatial variability of the farm is easily recognized, and simplified one-

dimensional models are no longer sufficient to study the problem of fertilizer leaching to

underground water. Ongoing research successfully created the basic linkage between

GIS and simulation models (Navulur et al., 1995), which became an alternative to field

experimentation. This loose coupling of models and GIS, although very successful,

required enormous training and investment. Moreover, models are being developed

independently from GIS and require constant maintenance to properly interface them

with those systems. The goal of reducing water contamination does not evolve around

the idea of combining GIS and simulation models, rather, the only goal achieved by this

linkage was a framework that simplified the simulation process required to evaluate the

different management proposals.

Policy makers are further impeded by the inherited complexity in their decision

process (Von Winterfeldt and Edwards, 1986), due in part to the uncertainty of events

and the conflicting nature of sustaining agriculture and reducing its negative impacts on

the environment. During the course of making decisions, one's willingness to endure risk

will heavily rely on his assessment of the consequences. Farm production systems, like

any other business, are governed by parameters such as costs and benefits factors in a

person's decision-making process. While different variants of decision making exist, the

underlying idea is that the individual will choose the course of action that maximizes the

outcome for that individual. Historically, both farmers and environmental policy makers

adopt decisions independently from one another (Wyant and Meganck, 1995). Most of

the time, this decision evolves with no consensus of one of the parties, and end up
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ignored or misappropriated. In addressing conflicts between agriculture and the

environment, two types of tradeoffs are recognized: between private and public welfare,

and between applying partial environmental protection programs. To facilitate the

development of appropriate sustainable agricultural policies, the nature of these tradeoffs

needs to be fully understood. The tradeoff between the farmer's economic goal and the

public environmental protection goal is a typical example of the tradeoff between private

and public welfare. Environmental regulations imposed on farmers imply shifts in farm

activities, such as cropping patterns and resource reallocation. This shift results in an

increase in prices to offset the farmer's incurred extra cost in adopting these

environmental regulations. During the development of these regulations, the lack of

coordination between the two parties usually results in changes that worsen the problem.

Considering the socio-economic parameters of agricultural production, most of

the involved parties are willing to take reasonable measures in order to bring NPS

pollution under control. However, the current problem is even subtler, given the lack of a

solid decision analysis framework in assessing the different proposed measures. What is

the price of clean water? How do environmental regulators account for the adverse effect

on agricultural activities? How can we address the conflicting nature of reducing

agricultural pollution and allow for its growth?

To help evaluate the impacts of management techniques on the farm system and

the environment, one can use economic cost-benefit analysis model (Schoemaker, 1982).

However, assigning a monetary or economic value to the environment is a hard task that

could be circumvented by using usefulness indicators. The output of any agricultural
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production system can be simplified to two parameters: 1) crop yield, and 2) chemical

leaching, both of which are very well defined in agricultural models. A clean

underground water table is obviously more useful than one contaminated with

agricultural chemicals. Higher yield is better due to its higher economic return.

Accommodating both the farmers' goals, in tenus of higher yield and the well being of

the environment, by means of lowering chemical leaching, we can assign varying degrees

of usefulness, or utilities, to both outcomes. The above ideas are founded in utility

theory, and can be implemented into a decision model for farm management evaluation.

By assigning utility values as opposed to monetary values to the different possible

outcomes of water quality management scenarios and associating them with their

probabilities of realization, expected utility can enhance and better our understanding of

the interactions between the policy makers and farmers and their respective decision

parameters, be it clean water for policy makers or acceptable crop yield for farmers. The

advantage of using expected utility is its ability to provide the policy makers with a

simple framework to evaluate the effect of modifying the field conditions on the

outcome. Long-term simulation output data analysis will help compute probabilities,

which is a vital ingredient of decision analysis. An model based on expected utility will

assist in choosing the best alternative that respects both the environment' and the

farmers' welfare.

The need to assess the negative impact of farming activities on water quality is

crucial for both farmers and the environment. The geographic nature of the problem

mandates consideration of the spatial variability of soil, crop, and weather characteristics.
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Model data need to account and capture this variability during the simulation and when

presenting results. Combining GIS and modeling techniques (Zolwleg, et al., 1995)

provides us with an inexpensive mean for simulating the various management scenarios.

Maximizing the expected utility of the different scenarios provides us with the decision

analysis tool that addresses the uncertainty of the outcomes and is capable of accounting

for both the farmer's and the public welfare.

Objectives

Assessment of long-term productivity, sustainability, and environmental impact of

cropping systems can hardly be accomplished using conventional agronomic

experiments. Advances in geographic information systems (GIS), decision analysis, and

biophysical simulation make it possible to develop sophisticated models for agricultural

research (He et al., 1993). There is a need to improve current GIS-model coupling

practices. The expertise required to operate commercial GIS, the resources required to

make efficient use of them, and, most importantly, the few GIS functionality required by

water quality management problems, makes commercial GIS and available model

coupling very cumbersome and does not justify the cost and expertise required.

Moreover, one-dimensional crop models do not account for spatial variability, and using

GIS helps address this. Although, economic analysis models were and are still being

used in environmental decision making (Cothern, 1993), the lack of a solid economical

valuation of the environmental parameters makes their use very limited and their results

very inconsistent with the decision goals. To address these issues the general objective of

this research was to combine GIS principles, existing models, and expected utility
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maximization into a prototype system that will help assess farm production management

and its adverse affects on water quality.

The specific objectives were:

1. To develop a stand alone prototype GIS program specific to water quality data

management,

2. To integrate the GIS prototype with a crop model called CROPSYST into a self

contained system, which is able to simulate the effects of different chemical and

fertilizer management techniques on both crop yield and water quality, and

3. To attempt to implement and evaluate expected utility theory as a tool for

decision analysis of fail	  management practices.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The United States has over 330 million acres of agricultural land that produce an

abundant supply of low-cost, nutritious food and other products (EPA, 1991, 1993,

1994). American agriculture is noted worldwide for its high productivity, quality, and

efficiency in delivering goods to the consumer. However, improperly managed,

agricultural activities can affect water quality. The National Water Quality Inventory

(EPA, 1987) reports that agricultural nonpoint source (NPS) pollution is the leading

source of water quality impacts to surveyed rivers and lakes, the third largest source of

impairments to surveyed estuaries, and also a major contributor to ground water

contamination and wetlands degradation. Agricultural activities that cause NPS pollution

include confined animal facilities, grazing, plowing, pesticide spraying, irrigation,

fertilizing, planting, and harvesting. The major agricultural NPS pollutants that result

from these activities are sediment, nutrients, pathogens, pesticides, and salts.

Agricultural impacts on surface water and ground water can be minimized by properly

managing activities that cause NPS pollution.

Numerous government programs are available to help people design and pay for

management approaches to prevent and control NIPS pollution. Over forty percent of

section 319 of the Clean Water Act grants were used to control agricultural NPS pollution

(EPA, 1987, 1994). Several U.S. Department of Agriculture and state-funded programs

provide cost-share, technical assistance, and economic incentives to implement NIPS
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pollution management practices.	 Other people use their own resources to adopt

technologies and practices to limit water quality impacts caused by agricultural activities.

2.1 Non point source pollution (NPS)

The Environmental Protection Agency defines the nonpoint source pollution as

pollution originating from urban runoff, construction, hydrologic modification, silviculture,

mining, agriculture, irrigation return flows, solid waste disposal, atmospheric deposition,

stream bank erosion, and individual sewage disposal (EPA, 1993). More than sixty percent

of the pollution entering the nation's waters comes from nonpoint sources (Tyler, 1992), and

it is responsible for almost two-thirds of the pollution that prevents achievement of water

quality standards (Alm, 1990). Agricultural nonpoint source pollution is diffuse in nature,

has complicated spatial and temporal dimensions, and is driven by the attributes of the

ecosystem. Its characteristics make it very difficult and expensive to monitor on a

continuous and widespread basis utilizing field treatments and experiments.

Nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) are considered the most serious pollutants in

irrigated watersheds. Used as fertilizers, nitrogen and phosphorus can cause environmental

hazards, if over applied, improperly applied or not utilized by the crop (Searing et al., 1995).

Algae and aquatic vegetation growth are a direct result of their misuse and can result

in decreasing water quality, and depletion of dissolved oxygen in water bodies. Research

indicates that more than 60% of pollution of water bodies is from sediments, nutrients, and

pesticides (EPA, 1991, 1993). Because of this continuing NPS pollution, and despite more

than a decade of policy, research and intervention, the relationship between agricultural

production and environmental quality is still the subject of ongoing debates. Encouraged by
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federal commodity programs, agricultural  production is becoming chemically intensive and

less sustainable. Furthermore, production is extending into marginal and environmentally

susceptible lands at an increasing, rate. To address these conflicts between agriculture and

the environment, fana policies have been reoriented to reduce the environmental impacts of

agricultural production.

Nonpoint source pollution from agricultural and urban areas affects both surface

and subsurface water quality, and accounts for more than one-half of the biological

oxygen demand (BOD) and most of the suspended solids, phosphorus, nitrogen and toxic

substances entering waterways. With the increasing demand on agricultural products

worldwide, many techniques and management practices have been devised to assist the

agriculture industry. Figure 2.1 summarizes the average application rates of nitrogen

fertilizer throughout the U.S.

Along with these benefits came an improper management, which resulted in the

increase of nitrogen contamination (Figure 2.2) sustained by the environment (Searing et

al., 1995). The non point source pollution is considered the most fierce contributor to

water quality degradation in irrigated watersheds. Its origin or point of entry is non

identifiable and it originates from large areas; thus, it is harder to control and eliminate.

Pollution in the form of nitrogen (67%) and phosphorus (39%) from croplands has

contributed to the contamination of the Chesapeake Bay (Searing et al., 1995). The EPA

level for nitrogen (Nitrate) of 10 mg/1 was set as the maximum for drinking water.
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Figure 2.2: Sources of nitrogen pollution (Packet, 1994)
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2.1.1 Best management practice

Non point source pollution control relies on the use of Best Management Practices

(BMP's), which are by design intended to reduce the negative impact on water quality,

and permit the effective use of cropland within the acceptable socio-economic factors of

the area (Wolfe et al., 1995). Water quality BMPs are designed to control the generation

and delivery of pollutants from land use activities (Magette et al., 1990) to water

resources and to prevent impacts to the physical and biological integrity of surface and

ground water. Any two or more BMPs used together to control a pollutant from the same

source constitute a BMP system. A BMP system can be tailored for a specific pollutant,

source, geographic location, and cost requirement. Shoemaker and Magette (1987)

described two methodologies for assessing the effectiveness of management techniques

in reducing NPS pollution in irrigated watersheds:

1. actual field testing of various management techniques and,

2. use of modeling technology to simulate different management scenarios.

It is obvious that field testing takes time and is expensive, on the other hand modeling

techniques are competitive methods to achieve favorable results within acceptable bounds

of accuracy and cost effectiveness. Evaluating the effectiveness of BMP's is the most

crucial stage of tackling the water quality issue because of their uncertain results

(Latinopoulos et al., 1994). Devising baselines for chemical application, obliterating the

use of certain chemicals, and mostly drafting management schemes are the most

considered managerial approaches for reducing NPS pollution. Many management

proposals lack the necessary support unless based on solid scientific data. Modeling and
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simulation are the most common method for comparison of management practices

(Shoemaker and Maaette, 1987) because they are cheap, quick and qualitatively accurate

and can easily be adapted to various geographic regions.

2.2 Biological and watershed level modeling

Conducting site-specific field experiments at various locations within a region to

assess environmental impacts of agricultural production practices is an immense task.

Agronomic experimentation is the standard method for cultivar selection and the

evaluation of crop productivity in response to weather, soil, and management options.

However, agronomic experiments are often limited by the availability of resources. Thus,

they are usually conducted for a limited number of sites and conditions and for a

relatively short period, typically 3 to 4 years (Stockle, 1996; Stockle et al., 1994). On the

other hand, a suitable analysis of agricultural productivity and sustainability requires a

long series (30 or more years) of crop responses to regional environmental conditions,

including fluctuation in spatial and temporal characteristics. This requirement is difficult

to satisfy through conventional field experimentation, justifying the use of computer-

based analytical tools: crop simulation models, geographical information systems (GIS),

weather generators (Ndlovu, 1994), and decision models. These tools require limited but

well-targeted experimental information for model calibration and validation, and a

suitable resource database (weather, soils, landuse, management etc.). The latter may be

a limiting factor, as complete data bases are not readily available in many regions, and

the task of large scale data collection and organization is time consuming and expensive.
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Mathematical simulation models are a popular choice for environmental studies in

general, and NTS evaluations in particular (SCS, 1993). Models facilitate site-specific

evaluations based on computer simulations of real-life processes. Models, however, have to

be calibrated to the site-specific parameters. The process model results are also better for

making relative comparisons than for predicting absolute values. There is uncertainty in our

comprehension of physical processes and in our ability to characterize these processes

quantitatively. Therefore, there is uncertainty in the output of any such mathematical

models. By combining mathematical simulation models with statistical design and the

proper spatial tools, the physical heterogeneity can be captured with reasonable confidence

and at reduced cost. Furthermore, these spatial results can be statistically aggregated to

regional levels, the appropriate scale for most resource policy analysis.

Computer simulation has been extensively used since computers became available

in physical and engineering disciplines, where the underlying principles governing the

behavior of the systems of interest have been available for long time. This has not been

the case in biological sciences, particularly in agriculture, where the use of computer

simulation models has had a comparatively more recent development. However, a solid

trend toward computer simulation applications in agriculture started during the 70s, and it

is booming today. Simulation models are finding applications in research, teaching, farm

and resource management, policy analysis, and production forecast. Some of the benefits

in these areas may be summarized as follows:

1. Models increase the level of understanding and provide direction to research.



2. Modeling is interdisciplinary by nature, enhancing the integration of research

efforts into teams.

3. Simulation models are an excellent tool for training, extension, and teaching.

4. Models are useful to gain insight into situations where experimental results are

lacking or are incomplete.

5. Models permit understanding the interaction between cropping systems

management, soil, and weather stochasticity.

6. Modeling is an efficient way of obtaining production functions to evaluate the

economic impact of agronomic practices and assess risk.

However, models must provide estimates of productivity and environmental impact

resulting from long-term simulations of continuous crops and of crops in rotation. Efforts

are underway to link single models to develop crop rotation simulation capabilities.

Erosion Productivity Impact Calculator (EPIC)), Simple and Universal Crop Growth

Simulator (SUCROS) (Kropff and van Laar, 1993, Laar et al., 1992), and CropSyst

(Cropping Systems Simulation Model) are generic crop simulators, which are able to

simulate different crops with a common set of parameters. Of these, EPIC and CropSyst

are set up to simulate crop rotations, including the capability of simulating a variety of

management options and predicting environmental impacts. CropSyst was developed

with a focus on crop growth simulation in response to soil, weather, and management.

Over the past decade, significant progress has been made in modeling the

chemical-loading phenomenon in irrigated fields (Renard, 1989). Most of the research in

the field of environmental quality has relied heavily on the simulation aspect of
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mathematical models to test and recommend management practices for the watershed

(Shirmohammadi and Knisel 1994, Seung et al., 1995, Drungil et al., 1995). Many

watershed hydrology models such as GLEAMS (Leonard et al., 1987), AGNPS, and

SWAT have been developed and tested to serve as a fast, cheap, and adequate means for

evaluating the affects of NPS pollution in agricultural watersheds. Nonetheless, the data

requirement of those models, their output format, and mostly the expertise required to

operate them have limited their usefulness. Most of the current research has shifted

towards simplifying the data input and operational requirements of these models.

2.3 Geographic information system

One of the most important questions in water resource management concerns the

development of techniques that can be used to devise rapid and accurate assessment of

the impacts of human activities on water resource systems. These techniques must enable

policy makers, planners, and farmers to gain insights into the consequences and

implications of alternative policies, and to design and implement cost-effective

management strategies. Because the biophysical processes occurring in landscapes exert

fundamental controls on water resource systems and the quality of water, simulation

models require a wide range of spatial and non-spatial data. Basic data on topographic,

soils, climate, and land cover are needed to implement these models (Tim et al., 1992;

Tim, 1996). Currently most of the simulation models are constrained by their inability to

appropriately account for the effects of spatial variability of processes and parameters

(Nielsen et al., 1990). Efforts are under way to remedy this, mostly through coupling of

simulation models with commercial GIS (Tim and Jolly, 1994)
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The empirical analysis and policy exercise on a regional scale should be defined

for an environmentally meaningful geographical unit (watershed or farm level). A major

challenge would be obtaining the excessive site-specific data within the watershed and

developing a simple and scientifically valid statistical tool to integrate all these data for

site-specific predictions of environmental attributes. Allowance for the integration of

relevant spatial parameters of an individual site must be considered.

With advances in computer application, a new era of geographic data

manipulation and processing have emerged. Geographic Information System (GIS) was

developed as a set of tools for collecting, retrieving, manipulating, analyzing and

displaying geographically referenced data. From its beginning, development of GIS was

influenced by key research groups, companies, and individuals. Two major early groups

had a significant impact on the direction and the current status of GIS, namely the

Canadian Geographic Information System (CGIS) and the US bureau of census. During

the mid-sixties, the Canadian Land Inventory (CLI) conceived the first functional GIS to

assist in developing land management plans. The COIS introduced the basic concepts of

GIS and designed the first functional computer system, which is still in use. They

introduced the concept of geographic data structure, map attributes, overlay operations

and data input. They also introduced the concept of map themes or layers, separation of

layers and layer combination. Nonetheless, some of the problems faced by the CGIS set

the stage for new research regarding data manipulation and database management as an

integral part of GIS. The development of the Geographic Base File, Dual Independent

Map Encoding (GBF-DIME files) by the US Bureau of the Census in the late 1960s is
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also considered a major advancement in GIS concepts. In the GBF-DLVIE project, the

Census embarked on an unprecedented program in computerized geography. The explicit

coding, of the topology of street segments, with numbered nodes at each end and

numbered areas on each side, was a major technological innovation that eventually

revolutionized GIS. The GBF-DIME files also grew into the 1990 Topologically

Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) files that are a critical part of

the framework data in the National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI). The DIME files,

and the organizations formed to produce them, also became the foundation for the

geodemographics industry. During the same time, the Harvard Laboratory For Computer

Graphics and Spatial Analysis developed a general purpose mapping package (early

1964), which evolved into newer, and more robust packages like POLYVRT and

ODYSSEY (Peucker et al., 1978, 1979; Barnes, 1992, 1996).

The Minnesota Land Management Information System (MLMIS) was established

in the 1960s, as a joint project between the Center for Urban and Regional Affairs

(CURA) at the University of Minnesota, and the Minnesota State Planning Agency. The

project drew heavily on both faculty and student expertise from the university,

particularly on John Borchert from the Geography Department. MLMIS represented

geographic space through a coarse 'raster system, a regular grid of 40 acre cells (to

confoim to tax assessors' data); nevertheless, despite this coarse resolution, MLMIS was

able to produce pioneering and influential studies that cemented its position and led to its

use by over 200 clients by the end of the 1970's. This is especially remarkable

considering that two of MLMIS' most important early studies involved extremely
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controversial issues, and recommendations that went counter to the positions favored by

entrenched interests in Minnesota - owners of tens of thousands of lake shore cabins, and

the timber industry.

The TIN, or Triangulated Irregular Network, represents a topographic elevation

surface by a partition into non-overlapping triangles with elevations at their vertices

(Peucker et al., 1978, 1979). The TIN model was apparently discovered or invented in

several different places and research groups (Tomlinson, 1988) at about the same times.

The best known TIN project, which coined the tenu, was led by Thomas Poiker, and was

funded at a Canadian university (Simon Fraser University, or SFU) by an agency of the US

Defense Department (Office of Naval research, or ONR) (Tomlinson, 1987). The main

focus of the project was solving the problem of matching a radar altimetry profile against a

terrain model onboard an aircraft as a navigation aid to pilots. However, this almost

certainly was a slightly disguised version of the cruise missile guidance problem (Mark,

1978a, 1979, 1996). Thus, the context was clearly of military interest, almost certainly

weapons-related, and yet the project was unclassified and at a non-US academic institution.

An interesting aspect of TIN is that the approach diffused into a major commercial software

package (ARC/INFO) through the hiring of a student who had studied with one of the

researchers from the SFU/ONR TIN project. Using ideas developed at the TIN project, Jack

Dangermond founded the Environmental System Research Institute (ESRI) in 1969. By

1980, ESRI released their first ARC/INFO version (ESRI, 1991a, 1991b). ARC/INFO

supported platfon is affordable by many agencies and companies, which helped the

widespread adoption of GIS. ESRI is still the leading GIS technology provider in the world
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on most computer platforms. During the mid-eighties the US Aliny Construction

Engineering Research Laboratories (CERL) designed the first public domain raster GIS

system, called Geographic Resources Analysis Support System (GRASS) (Tomlinson,

1988). GRASS has undergone many changes and benefited from the concept of public

domain and user supported software. Many researchers enhanced GRASS by adding

functionality not available in the official releases. By 1996, the CERL decided that it will

no longer support GRASS.

By 1987 Eastman, from Clark University, almost single handedly developed and

introduced a PC raster GIS program called IDRISI. GIS concepts and technology can now

be used by any PC owner and did not require the expensive platforms of early systems.

EDRISI is a raster-based GIS and Image Processing software with very strong analytical

capabilities (Eastman et al., 1997). It consists of a rich suite of functions (modules), which

can mostly be seen as basic tools. Since its start in 1987, EDRISI is supported by the Clark

Labs at Clark University Graduate School of Geography. Originally, EDRISI was launched

as a bundle of single DOS-programs by professor Eastman to assist in teaching remote

sensing and GIS. Other GIS systems were developed for commercial and federal use, but

most of them drew on the expertise gained during the early days of GIS development.

In its basic foimat, a GIS system uses the concept of geographical locations, their

attributes and the ability of manipulating those attributes. A complete GIS system offers

graphical capabilities (raster or vector) to create the geographic locations, a database to

create the attributes and a set of modules to manipulate both the graphical and database

information. Because GIS systems allow users to access, transform, and manipulate data
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interactively, they can serve as a test bed for studying environmental processes, or for

analyzing the result of trends, or for anticipating the possible results of planning decisions

(Burrough, 1986). Since GIS programs became available for microcomputers, a variety of

applications have been developed. GIS programs are used as a means to store spatially-

structured data such as soil characteristics, precipitation, planting dates, and other similar

data over a region of interest. These different "data layers" are overlapped to produce

"combination maps" which define the spatial distribution of unique combinations of

individual layer data sets. Attributes associated with each data layer are stored in a database

program, which can eventually be used as input for simulation models (Stockle, 1996, Tim,

1996). In addition, GIS programs allow display of simulation outputs of interest.

Researchers interested in applying these technologies for assessment of cropping systems

management at a regional level must not underestimate the amount of time and resources

required to prepare a suitable data base, yet this effort is central for a successful

implementation of a project of this nature (Maidment, 1995).

2.3.1 GIS and environmental model integration

Maidment (1993, 1995) and Paulson and Herrman, (1993) described the aspects

and benefits of integrating GIS and modeling in natural resources management. They

stated that the spatial aspect of environmental problems promotes the use of GIS as a tool

for simplifying the data collection, analysis, and display of results. Since the

environmental issue posed above is geographic by nature, GIS have helped reduce the

load of the data manipulation as it relates to the mathematical modeling of environmental

pollution. Two major advances in the area of environmental simulation and modeling
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have since flourished: 1) data input and 2) data output. The link between GIS technology

and mathematical models have revealed their intrinsic affinity in the field of natural

resources (Hession and Shantholtz, 1988, Mitchell et al., 1993; Paulson and Herrman,

1993). AGNPS is a widely used model that has built in GIS capabilities, and since it's

based on raster representation of field data input it has been successfully integrated with

GIS technology. For example successful combinations of AGNPS and GLEAMS with

GRASS and ARC/INFO achieved a remarkable simplification of the data input phase and

presented friendlier user interfaces (Sueng et al., 1995; Searing and Shirmohammadi,

1993). Linking SWAT model with GRASS and ARC/INFO (Sung-Min et al., 1995)

combining GRASS and AGNPS a watershed model (Drungil et al., 1993), linking

GLEAMS and GRASS, and GLEAMS and ARC/INFO, are all indications of the need to

account for the geographic nature of the current problem.

Chen et al. (1995) combined appropriate GIS principles with existing models in

one functional prototype system that can handle the water quality issue through its five

phases: data capture, preprocessing, post-processing, calibration and sensitivity analysis,

and output display. Their prototype is being tested on the Te-Chi River in Taiwan.

Searing and Shirmohammadi (1993) presented an integrated GIS-GLEAMS model based

on a two phase process with a management practice evaluation tool (Figure 2.3). Their

model uses the GIS capabilities to evaluate the watershed vulnerability to environmental

degradation. The identified critical areas are then simulated hydrologically with

GLEAMS with different BMP's. The BIVIP's are ranked based on their environmental
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impact in the critical areas of the watershed, thus, identifying, the role of each BMP in

reducing the potential pollution from the critical areas.

Spatial data
	

Tabular data	 BMPs                         

Critical areas                                    

GLEAMS

Evaluation                    Ranked BMPs                     

Figure 2.3: Model proposed by Searing and Shirrnohammadi (1993)

Drungil et al. (1993) developed an interface that integrated GIS (GRASS) and a

set of models (GLEAMS, AGNPS, EPIC). However, their work is very unrefined and

may be very computer intensive due to the size of the programs needed and their

functional overlapping. Ramalingam and Farrell-Poe (1995) designed a methodology for

predicting the amount of nutrients and sediments produced from rural municipalities.

Their framework is based on a combination of ARC/INFO and AGNPS. Simplification

of the data input phase of AGNPS was achieved by the user interface developed by

Seung et al. (1995). In this case the researchers developed an XGRASS user-interface
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with a pull down menu for data input automation, which simplifies the use of AGNPS

model.

Given the complexity of the available models, the intricacy of GIS technology,

simpler approaches that can take advantage of their strength are required. Most of the

work done in this field achieved certainly one goal, which is the simplification of the data

input phase, sometimes by developing user interfaces for data input and output (Drungil

et al., 1995, Seung et al., 1995). It is then up to the user to generate the necessary runs

required for testing the different proposed scenarios. This may seem cumbersome, but

given the speed with which these models operate, the advance in computer technology,

scenario simulation can be achieved within reasonable time (Maidment, 1993; Paulson

and Herrman, 1993). Nevertheless, this model-GIS coupling requires extensive training

on the models and the supported GIS, along with data availability.

Many researchers feel that the input phase simplification achieved so far shades a

deeper inconsistency from the part of available GIS software and failure of the stand-

alone models to satisfy research requirements (Drungil et al., 1993; Tim, 1996). In fact,

the linkage between GIS and watershed models created a dependency (Shirmohammadi

and Knisel, 1994; Paulson and Herrman, 1993) that can be expressed as follows:

1. Present models are and will not be enhanced by linking them to GIS. The

simplification brought by GIS coupling will ultimately result in a compatibility

problem between the two, and the linkage will require maintenance in the long run.

2. Present GIS software does not provide any specific tools for the water quality

problem. In fact, existing GIS software, though very suitable to natural resources
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studies, is considered by many researchers and users (Paulson and Herrman, 1993;

Chen et al., 1995) as a broad technology with no specific target, besides spatial data

man age

Nonpoint Source Pollution management is highly dependent on hydrologic

simulation models. Evaluating alternative management strategies through field

experiments is not enough, and a simulation study is often the only viable means of

providing input to policy and decision-makers. Much of the work to date focused only on

simplifying the user interaction with the complicated simulation models. The aftermath

of combining current GIS and models will further complicate the use of these models;

thus, implementing the advantages brought about by GIS techniques, rather than using

the readily available commercial software seems to be a better route for enhancing our

abilities in managing water quality issues.

2.2 Decision modeling

In the discussion of the balance between economy and environment, the subject of

an environmentally sustainable development in terms of economic activities has become

a cornerstone. Contributions to the concept of sustainability versus traditional measures

of current welfare are very well documented. Furthermore, the problems of

implementing environmental policies and the importance of planning and procurement of

information in the implementation process were addressed by different institutions. To

address groundwater contamination problems, states are developing Comprehensive State

Ground Water Protection Programs (CSGWPPs) tailored to their goals and priorities for
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the protection of groundwater resources. CSGWPPs emphasize contamination

prevention and attempt to combine the efforts of the numerous laws, regulations, and

programs that play a vital role in protecting groundwater. Because of this heightened

environmental concern, many parties are taking an ever-increasing role in dealing with

water contamination from agricultural activities.

A single objective decision approach that does not involve all parties is limited,

because it must intrinsically accord greater emphasis to that objective at the cost of others.

For instance, only considering the public welfare and not farmers interest jeopardizes the

adoption of the policy and vice versa. Because of the inherent uncertainty in virtually all

natural resource systems, any decision analysis framework should account for this behavior

by means of the probability model. Furtheimore, for meaningful measurement of impacts

on production and resource quality attributes at the regional scale, models should also

adequately capture the spatial variability (heterogeneity) of these multiple indicators.

Generally, in addressing conflicts between agriculture and the environment, two

types of tradeoffs are recognized: between private and public welfare, and between

partial environmental protection programs. To facilitate the development of appropriate

sustainable agricultural policies, the nature of these tradeoffs needs to be fully

understood. The tradeoff between the producer's economic goal and society's

environmental protection goal is a typical example of the tradeoff between private and

public welfare. Soil and water quality regulations imposed on producers imply shifts in

cropping patterns and resource use. They also find that commodity prices go up because

of these environmental regulations. The conflicts among environmental objectives such
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as soil erosion and agricultural chemical pollution control, which are typical of the

second type of tradeoff make integrated economic and environmental management more

difficult. Agricultural nonpoint source pollution control policies targeted to a specific

pollutant may have a negative impact on other environmental systems. For instance,

conservation tillage, aimed at controlling soil erosion, may substitute chemical weed

control for tillage. Increased chemical use and greater surface water retention may lead to

increased chemical loading. Groundwater, in particular, is more vulnerable because of

the increased chances for leaching, suggesting that this particular soil conservation

policy/measure may increase groundwater pollution. On the other hand, water quality

policy, such as a regulatory standard on the allowable maximum contaminant level

(MCL) of a target pollutant, may shift cultivation practices away from chemically

intensive conservation tillage. These shifts may lead to increased soil erosion, surface

runoff, and sediment loading, suggesting a conflict between water quality and soil

conservation policy. Ground and surface water quality are multidimensional and are

described by attributes such as sediment, nutrient, and chemical content. Therefore,

water quality and NPS pollution policies must be evaluated in a comprehensive

framework that is capable of accounting for or addressing unfavorable tradeoffs and

unwanted conflicts of alternative interventions or measures.

Researchers recognized the need for an integrated assessment of environmental

effects from agricultural production. Mounting environmental concerns and problems of

sustainable agricultural productivity increases linked to improvements in environmental

quality underlie the urgent need for added research and methods. An innovative
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integrated economic and environmental management system that has potential for

simultaneous consideration of agricultural production impacts on a vast array of

environmental attributes will be a valuable tool for producers and policymakers alike.

Theoretical results of evidence on agricultural and environmental policy conflicts are

inconclusive at best. Answers to policy issues involve empirical questions and are crucial

for successful NPS pollution policy. However, this research effort has remained at the

conceptualization stage for the past decade. Lack of data and research methods and tools

are primary reasons for the limited empirical research and applications of the targeting

results in policy contexts.

The decision process in natural resources management is almost always uncertain,

due to a lack of solid data, complexity of the issue being addressed, and the temporal and

spatial variability of the problem (Cothem, 1993). Decision under uncertainty is defined

as the decision that results from both a dynamic environment and a lack of information

about parameters relevant to the decision (Resnik, 1987). Latinopoulos et al. (1994)

states that solutions to any environmental problem will have a relative value only, as

uncertainty is inherited in several parameters involved in the problem. Reducing

chemical application will probably result in crop failure, decreased yield, or even results

in a non-significant reduction in chemical loading. This obviously contradicts the desired

goals. On the other hand, guessing the effectiveness of BMP's through simulation might

results in a variable effectiveness depending on the site specific conditions (Wolfe et al.,

1995). Long-term effects dictate the efficiency and success of the management scheme

adopted (Srinivasan and Engel, 1994), a comprehensive evaluation before implementing
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those schemes is necessary. Scoring functions, which are based on assigning scores to the

different impacts of a management alternative on the environment have been used with

acceptable results (Wymore, 1988; Yakowitz et al., 1993). A monetary fine system was

even considered to pressure fanners into reducing their chemical application, with fines

recommendation up to $1100/ha when farmers exceed the allowable limit of 10mg/1 in

leached water (Carter et al., 1996).

The issue reduces then to evaluating the effectiveness of management practices

before implementing them. Wolfe et al. (1995) presented four approaches to estimate the

effectiveness of Best Management Practices (BMP's):

1) selecting the most appropriate BMP,

2) estimating the benefits of BMP's,

3) ranking BMP alternatives in terms of effectiveness, and

4) determining the optimum BMP based on the study objectives.

In all the above approaches, a need for estimating the effectiveness of any BMP is

required due to the uncertainty of their impacts.

Lynn and Boiney (1993) stated that decision analysis provides techniques for

eliciting subjective inputs from the different parties of the issue, a framework for

correlating the different aspects of the decision, and common decision rules, such as

maximizing the expected utility. The decision helps direct the conflict resolution

procedures to those aspects of the problem offering the best potential for reaching an

optimum solution. Dealing with uncertainty in a decision process may involve the

"probability" model, which describes linking management actions to consequences. A
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utility model on the other hand describes how the different parties and decision makers

value possible outcomes. Much of the work done in the field of decision under

uncertainty was focused on individual decision makers (Raiffa, 1968; Keeny and Raiffa,

1976). Extensions to the original idea have led to the multi-attribute utility theory

(Keeney and Raiffa, 1976). This extension focused on integrating preferences among

multiple criteria. This idea was used by Raiffa (1982) and Gregory et al., (1992) for

assessing environmental impact of management techniques on natural resources. Dealing

with Multi-attribute utility theory involves the elicitation of the criteria's probabilities,

their utilities and expected values. It is necessary to provide some background on the

theory that provides the basis for decision analysis.

Decision theory treats the following four assumptions about coherence as

axiomatic in the sense that once one accepts that they are true, one can derive everything

else in the theory from them:

Ordering: as an individual decision maker one can put things in an order of preference

(either: A preferred to B; or B prefeiTed to A; or indifferent between A and B)

Transitivity: If A is preferred to B, and B to C, then it follows that A is preferred to C.

Dominance: if the only way that A and B differ is that A is better in at least one respect,

then A should be preferred. This by itself is fairly straight forward and does not usually

present a problem. However, if A is better in one dimension (criterion) and B is better in

others then decision making can become quite difficult. To deal with this type of

problem, multiattribute value or utility theory (MAVT or MAUT), were developed

(Keeney and Raiffa, 1976).
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'Sure thing': in foil	 iulatin2 a preference between A and B one should not be influenced

by the things that they hold in common.

Economists go as far as using these four principles to define rationality. From a decision

theory perspective, it is sufficient that these principles are considered as a desirable goal

for the problem at hand. If preferences are consistent with these axioms, then the

decisions that follow from them are coherent.

If one accepts these axioms as reasonable and desirable, then the following three

results can be derived (Savage, 1954):

1) Probabilities exist and degrees of belief (subjective probability) can be used as a

metric of uncertainty (Phillips, 1986):

2) Utilities exist: roughly speaking, utilities are measures of subjective value. The

difference between utility and monetary value can be visualized by considering a loss or

win of an "X" amount of money. In both cases, the magnitude of change in money is the

same, but the subjective value one personally associate with winning or loosing may be

quite different (Schoemaker, 1982).

The above two results show that there are always two numbers associated with the

possible consequences of a decision: the probability of the consequence (which indicates

the likelihood of the consequence) and the utility (which expresses the subjective value of

that consequence).

3) Expected utility rule, which consists of two part:
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a) the expected utility associated with a decision is the utility of all possible

consequences of a decision weighted by the probability of these consequences

occurring.

b) after the EU is calculated for each decision, it is possible to compare the

decisions. The decision with the highest EU is usually chosen.

Utility is a measure of our preferences towards the outcome, it reflects the importance of

the outcomes within the overall system, which can be a monetary value in some cases.

With each decision, we define a utility and its probability.

EU	 PijU
	

(2.1)
= 1

Where:

EU, = Expected utility of alternative i

= Probability of outcome j under alternative i

= Utility of outcome j

The expected utility is the sum of products of the probabilities and the utilities of the

possible outcomes. It will dictate its merits as an alternative. The best action is the one

with the highest expected utility (Raiffa, 1968).

A decision tree (Behn and Vaupel, 1982; Raiffa, 1968) offers a graphical way to

organize and display the structure of the decision making process. Steps involved in the

decision will be associated with their probability that leads to the outcome. Figure 2.4

shows an example decision tree, we note here that squares represent decisions to be

made; the circular nodes represent uncertain events. Any outcome will be a combination
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of a series of actions associated with their probabilities. As mentioned earlier, the best

decision will be the one with the highest utility based value computed by the ad hoc

model.

BMP's are sets of actions that probably can lead to a decrease in the amount of

agricultural chemical reaching, the water bodies, by altering the way farmers conduct their

operations. Generally BMP's rely on socio-economic factors to preserve the harmony of

the system being altered, farming techniques and crops grown in the region are usually

left intact in order not to disrupt the system's harmony. Our uncertainty about their

effectiveness can be expressed in a probabilistic manner, for example, the use of a certain

crop can increase the amount of nitrogen uptake from the soil, and hence lesser amounts

will reach the ground water. The parties involved in this issue can help estimate the

importance of better water quality and the desirability of higher farm production. These

parameters will reflect the different outcomes that may result from a certain management

alternative. It is then obvious that expected utility theory has some merits relevant to the

evaluation of BMPs. None of the researchers in the field of natural resources

management have proposed a model based on expected utility to deal with this decision

analysis issue.
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U 1
Outcome 1

P1
Alternative Management Al

Decision node

Outcome 3

U2

U3

Alternative Management A2

Outcome 4
U4

Pi : Probabilities
Ui : Utilities

Figure 2.4: An example decision tree.

Overall, the research in the field of water quality management has achieved a

considerable level of maturity. The benefits brought by mathematical models have

enhanced our understanding of the problem mechanics, and enabled us to simulate the

fate of pollutant in an irrigated watershed. However, the complexity of these models and

their data input, the geographic nature of the problem required the adoption of GIS

technology to assist in input and output data management. Successful linkage between

different models and GIS platforms reduced the amount of time necessary to operate

them. Nevertheless, the shortcoming of combining GIS and mathematical models still

presents a technical problem with respect to the real issue of data requirement and

reducing pollution in watersheds. In order to deal with the uncertainty associated with
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this problem, researchers have used economic models, scoring functions, expert system

techniques, and probabilistic approaches with mixed success. The maximum expected

utility theory has not been examined yet as a tool to assist policy makers and farmers

alike. The differences in the involved parties' views and the merits of the utility theory is

expected to enhance and further simplify the decision analysis part of the problem.

Overall, the literature review reveals the following facts and findings:

1. The efficiency, benefits and rewards of using agricultural chemicals are in no

way to be questioned here. However, the improper management of these practices is the

issue that needs to be addressed.

2. Simulation models for watershed water quality have improved considerably

(Shoemaker and Magette, 1987) to be considered practical and economical for simulating

watershed response to different management practices.

3. The geographic aspect of this issue commands the use of GIS technology to

simplify the data input phase (Maidment, 1995) and improve the output analysis and

visualization.

4. The uncertainty of policy impacts requires an decision analysis approach to

evaluate management alternatives.

5. Finally, relying on simply combining different technologies (that is, GIS and

existing models) will ultimately result in compatibility problem, multi-expertise and

expensive platform requirement.

Thus, this research will address these problems considering some of the

approaches presented by Cothern (1993), Drungil et al. (1993), Shoemaker and Magette
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(1987), Yakowitz et al. (1993), and Suna-Min et al. (1995). Furtheiinore, expected utility

theory will be implemented to evaluate the different BMP's proposed. Finally, this

research will culminate in the development of a prototype model that takes advantage of

available technologies (GIS and existing models) and be self-contained, which will

simplify its use and further enhancements.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

The long-term goal of policy makers and agro-ecosystem research is to develop a

"site-specific management", which reduces environmental risks while ensuring economic

viability. To obtain this goal, the spatial variability of crop response to different

management techniques has to be accounted for. Large scale soil sampling is expensive

and time consuming. Therefore, the alternative of modeling might help derive site-

specific information on the crop response and its environmental impact. This research

was focused on designing a prototype GIS based system, by which management practices

are evaluated. In doing so, three major components of the integrated decision model are

identified:

1. Crop and nitrogen modeling system,

2. User interface and GIS for data management and display, and

3. Decision analysis model

The simulation system consists of a crop and environmental impact model.

The model used is CropSyst (Stockle et al., 1994). It is a continuous daily time-step

model which simulates the impacts of alternative land use management practices on crop

production, surface and ground water contamination sediment and agricultural chemical

yields, but most importantly crop yield and the nitrogen leaching. The GIS and user

interface was used to significantly improve the user's ability to manipulate the spatial and

non-spatial data needed to evaluate alternative farm management plans. As stated earlier,
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the GIS interface was designed with no recourse to commercial software. It incorporates

a spatial analysis module (Overlay) that generates the required physical and managerial

parameters, such as soil characteristics, crop pattern, nitrogen application rates, irrigation

mana2ement , by the simulation model. Both a display module and a database

management module assists in maintaining_ and displaying the input and output data. The

Graphical user interface (GUI) contains push buttons and selection tabs, which allow the

user to enter the necessary parameters and management criteria needed to run the

simulation model. All parameters required by the simulation model are stored in

relational tables and accessed through the GUI. Some parameters are based on physical

attributes attached to the various layers (coverages), while other parameters are based on

inputs elicited from the user via the GUI. The decision model, although stand-alone, is

an integral part of the GIS and GUI. Utility functions are elicited through the GUI, where

the user manipulates the utility function graph and assigns utility values to various levels

of outcomes. A statistical analysis module analyzes the output data (yield and nitrogen

leaching) and generate the necessary probability distribution functions that are required

by the decision analysis module. Once the run is complete, the model displays the

decision analysis results. Figure 3.1, is a summary of the integration of the different parts

of the model that are linked through the user interface and the GIS modules.

3.1 Crop and Nitrogen Modeling

Many models were readily available, well tested and established, notably

AGNPS, GLEAMS, EPIC, NLEAP. In reviewing the multitude of models available, the

focus was placed on the following characteristics, i.e., the model must be:
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• Well tested and validated

• Simple and open to integration

• Well defined data requirements and driving parameters

Figure 3.1: Model flow-diagram.

CropSyst (Stockle et al., 1994) was chosen, for it fitted the requirements of this

research very well. CropSyst is a multi-year, multi-crop, daily time step crop growth

simulation model, developed with emphasis on a friendly user interface, and with a link

to GIS software and a weather generator (Stockle, 1996). The model's objective is to

serve as an analytical tool to study the effect of cropping systems management on crop
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productivity and the environment. For this purpose, CropSyst simulates the soil water

budget, soil-plant nitrogen budget, crop phenology, crop canopy and root growth,

biomass production, crop yield, residue production and decomposition, and chemical fate.

These are affected by weather, soil characteristics, crop characteristics, and cropping

system management options, including crop rotation, cultivar selection, irrigation,

nitrogen application, soil and irrigation water salinity management. The model is fully

documented (Stockle and Nelson, 1994).

3.1.1 Model Description

In order to understand the GIS functionality required by this research a

description of the Cropsyst model is presented. The model is intended for crop growth

simulation over a unit field area. Growth is described at the level of whole plant and

organs (Stockle and Nelson, 1996). Integration is performed with daily time steps using

the Euler's method. The model uses a finite difference equation to solve Richard's

equation for water transport (as an alternative to existing cascading approach). The water

budget in the model includes precipitation, irrigation, runoff, interception, water

infiltration, water redistribution in the soil profile, crop transpiration, and evaporation.

Water redistribution in the soil is handled by a simple cascading approach or by a finite

difference approach, in which the soil is divided into compartment where the Richard's

equation is solved to determine soil water fluxes. Crop ET is determined from a crop

coefficient at full canopy and ground coverage determined by canopy leaf area index.
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CropSyst offers three options to calculate grass reference ET. In decreasing order of

required weather data input, these options are:

• the Penman-Monteith model,

• the Priestley-Taylor model, and

• a simpler implementation of the Priestley-Taylor model which only requires air

temperature.

The nitrogen budget in CropSyst includes N transformations, ammonium

sorption, symbiotic N fixation, crop N demand and crop N uptake. Nitrogen

transformations of net mineralization, nitrification and denitrification are simulated. The

water and nitrogen budgets interact to produce a simulation of N transport within the soil.

All balances within the model are checked at each time step and errors are reported in

case of departures from set threshold values. Crop development is simulated based on

thermal time required to reach specific growth stages. The accumulation of thermal time

may be accelerated by water stress. Thermal time may be also modulated by photoperiod

and vernalization requirements whenever pertinent. Daily crop growth is expressed as

biomass increase per unit ground area. The model accounts for four limiting factors to

crop growth:

• Water

• Nitrogen

• Light, and

• Temperature.
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3.1.2 Model Inputs

Four ASCII input data files are required to run CropSyst model:

• Location/Weather

• Soil

• Crop

• Management

All ASCII files required by the model are designed around the concept of:

PARAMETER = VALUE
	

(3.1)

The separation of these files allowed for easier linkage with GIS software. A

simulation control file combines the above input files to produce the simulation data

required by the run. In addition, the control file (appendix I) determines the start and

ending day for the simulation, define the crop rotations to be simulated, and set the values

of all parameters requiring initialization. Definitions, usage, and range of variation of all

parameters required by CropSyst are given in the user's manual (Stockle and Nelson,

1994). The Location file (appendix II) includes information such as geographic

coordinates, weather file names, rainfall intensity parameters (for erosion prediction),

freezing climate parameters (for locations where soil might freeze), and local parameters

to generate daily solar radiation and vapor pressure deficit values.

The Soil file includes (appendix DI) surface soil Cation Exchange Capacity

(CEC) and pH, required for ammonia volatilization, parameters for the curve number

approach (runoff calculation), surface soil texture (for erosion calculation), and five

parameters specified by soil layer:
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1. Layer thickness,

2. Field Capacity,

3. Permanent Wilting Point,

4. Bulk Density, and

5. Bypass Coefficient.

The latter is an empirical parameter to add dispersion to solute transport, particularly

when using the cascading, approach for soil water redistribution.

The Management file (appendix IV) includes automatic and scheduled

management events. Automatic events (irrigation and nitrogen fertilization) are generally

specified to provide optimum management for maximum growth, although irrigation can

be also set for deficit irrigation. Management events can be scheduled using actual date,

relative date (relative to year of planting), or using synchronization with phenological

events (e.g., number of days after flowering). Scheduled events include irrigation

(application date, amount, chemical or salinity content), nitrogen fertilization (application

date, amount, organic and inorganic source, and application mode).

The Crop file (appendix V) allows users to select parameters to represent different

crops and crop cultivars using a common set of parameters. This file is structured in the

following manner:

• Phenology (thermal time requirements to reach specific growth stages, modulated by

photoperiod and vernalization requirements if needed),

• Morphology (Maximum LAI, root depth, specific leaf area and other parameters

defining canopy and root characteristics),
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• Growth (transpiration-use efficiency noinialized by VPD, light-use efficiency, stress

response parameters, etc.),

• Residue (decomposition and shading parameters for crop residues),

• Nitrogen Parameters (defining crop N demand and root uptake),

• Harvest Index (unstressed harvest index and stress sensitivity parameters), and

• Salinity Tolerance.

CropSyst model, provides a database of the most common crops grown in the USA. The

user only chooses the crop of interest and specify planting and harvest dates. The default

crops parameters can be edited to reflect site specific or the particular user conditions.

3.1.3 CropSyst validation

Model validation was an important criteria that was considered during the

investigation. CropSyst has been applied to several crops (corn, wheat, barley, soybean,

sorghum, and lupins) and various regions (Western US, Southern France, Northern and

Southern Italy, Northern Syria, Northern Spain, and Western Australia), generally with

good results and also a few problems (Stockle, 1996). The quality and/or level of detail

of the available data is often a constraint for more thorough model evaluation. Validation

work performed using data from US locations (Stockle, 1996) and from Tel Hadya

(headquarters of ICARDA) in Northern Syria (Pala et al., 1996a, 1996b) and statistical

analyses have indicated a satisfactory performance of CropSyst in these evaluations.

Overall, CropSyst model was very simple, yet powerful to capture the system

being modeled. Figure 3.2 summarizes the CropSyst sub-model and its required
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parameters. Data requirement of the model are very well defined and lend itself to GIS

integration with no major alteration to the model. Moreover, the separation of the

different data types into input files or layers made its integration into a GIS very straight

forwards.

Figure 3.2: CropSyst simulation model data requirement

Although, CropSyst comes with its own GUI (Window 95/98) for data

management, only the simulation model (written for DOS) was used. By means of

ASCII file manipulation the GIS model, to be described later, collects the necessary

physical and management parameters from the geographic layers and constructs the input

files required by CropSyst. The simulation output files, being ASCII are also analyzed

by the GIS model and displayed on maps. Most of the data manipulation takes place

internally.
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3.2 GIS Development

GIS can be used as a powerful analysis tool. The ability to identify levels of

pollution at any point in space is one example of this type of analysis. Correctly locating

where the problems are occurring is the necessary first step in identifying how to correct

the problem. GIS is often the best tool for this type of problem solving.

In order for the geographic aspect of the field to be captured, the spatial aspect has

to be accounted for by generating a multitude of 1-D homogeneous parameter sets.

CropSyst organizes the required data into categories of soil, crop, management, and

weather, which can be thought of as layers of information. Moreover, each parameter file

within a category is characterized by a set of attributes that describe its physical and

managerial characteristics.

Figure 3.2 summarized the general parameter categories required to drive the

model. It's very clear that all of them have a spatial dimension that could be accounted

for. A GIS system enables the user to construct information about the different

parameters in a 2-D fashion. Soil, crop, management, and weather variability have to be

encapsulated and presented on a map layer for the user to edit. The GIS has also the

capability to display the data being edited, store it, analyze it and manipulate it.

3.2.1 GIS data representation

As opposed to commercial GIS software, the current system was designed around

the problem at hand; modeling crop growth and its impact on the environment. In order

to do so, many driving parameters are required and each one of them is made up of a set

attributes. GIS can use one of two types of data structure to store and display objects: 1)
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vector models or 2) raster models. In raster models, the map is divided into grids cells or

pixels. Information is then displayed on the map by associating a value for each layer

with each and every grid cell. Each grid cell represents a discrete area, in other words,

the grid cell is the unit of observation (Figure 3.3).

For example, a field might be divided up into one hectare square grid cells to

display information on the soil characteristics. This is useful for spatial operations such

as overlays and area processes but is limiting in that the spatial data is not continuous, but

rather comes in discrete cells.

In the vector model, objects are displayed as either points, lines, or polygons. A

point is represented by its x-y coordinate; the line is represented by a sequence of x-y

coordinates that form the nodes of the line; and the polygon is a closed loop of node

coordinates, with the first and last x-y coordinate the same. For example, a farm can be

presented as a polygon, a serious of connected lines. This is useful in that the spatial data

is continuous, but may be misleading in suggesting a level of accuracy not warranted by

the underlying data.

Vector GIS is very complex to design and requires intensive mathematical

operations to manipulate the data. On the other hand, raster GIS is simpler and allows for

easier data manipulation. Raster GIS was chosen for its simplicity and the ease of layer

construction and manipulation. Most of the math required by raster GIS relies on matrix

manipulation. The spatial variability of the field is taken into account by means of

identical square cells arranged in rows and column.
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This representation of the field (farm) by a 2-D matrix, with rows and columns

intersection defining the smallest geographic unit. Depending on the refinement

required, the matrix resolution can be adjusted by increasing the number of rows and

columns. Each cell on the map represents the smallest possible unit of variability. Figure

3.3 is a raster representation of a typical farm, each cell or grid unit is located by its row

and column.
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Figure 3.3: Raster data model.

The level of refinement depends on the degree of spatial variability to be

captured, generally a large number of rows and columns means more variability and a

lower number indicates more homogeneity. For each cell in the matrix a set of attributes

are defined for the respective layer. The GIS saves the input parameters in an internal

file, GIS modules are used to generate the necessary ASCII input file to run the

simulation model, by extracting the parameters from these internal tables. The simulation
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model generates ASCII output files. In order to view the output in the GIS display

modules, these files are parsed to generate the respective raster grid cells.

3.2.2 Programming considerations

The prototype GIS model was developed usina C++. Being an object oriented

development language, C++ enables the programmer to use the object hierarchy

paradigm. In object oriented programming, data have built in behavior that determines

how the objects operate during the run. With a simple assumption about the farm being

an aggregation of homogeneous unit areas of soil, crop, irrigation, chemical application

rates, weather, etc., one can define any agricultural farm by a matrix (figure 3.4). Each

element of the matrix represents a grid cell (field unit) and respectively is represented by

a "class" in programming terms. Each matrix represents a field layer, the combination of

all layers constitutes the overall field characteristics of interest. The GIS functionality

required to manipulate the geographic data reduces to simple mathematical matrix

manipulation. There are many categories of GIS functionality built into the system:
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class Soil_Grid_Cel

//constructor
Soil_Grid_Cell();

//destructor

-Soil_Grid_Cell();
//Location

Set_Row_Column(...)
//Physical Attributes

Set_Physical(...)
//Chemical Attributes

Set_Chemical(...)
..etc

Figure 3.4: Object paradigm used in the GIS model.

I. Attribute definition: this module is active only when the user is in editing mode, the

cell attributes can be entered and saved by the GIS database model.

2. Attribute inspection: this module is active when the user is in display mode, the

database module handle the request and formats the data to be displayed by the GIS

model,

3. Layer selection: using tabs the user is able to choose the appropriate map to edit,

inspect, or display,
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4. Legend manager: there is a database manager to manipulate the grid cell attributes,

each time a new layer is displayed, all its attributes are retrieved from the database

and the legend adjusted accordingly,

5. Overlay engine: this is the most important part of the prototype GIS, there are five

maps (soil, crop, irrigation, weather, nitrogen application management) and when

projected on each other will generate the homogeneous areas that have the same

combination of soil, crop, iffigation, weather, and nitrogen per grid cell,

6. Storage and retrieval: during run time, the GIS modules, depending on the size of

the matrices used, allocates enough dynamic memory to save the contents of each

grid cell. User has the ability to save all the layers for later retrieval. Due to the large

size of these matrices, a simple run length encoding (RLE) compressing algorithm is

used. The RLE travels the matrix one row at a time and save the grid cell attributes,

then counts the number of their occurrences,

7. Results management: after any simulation exercise, the GIS modules retrieves and

organize the output data for display, saving and retrieval purposes,

8. Create project: although simple, this GIS operation does many memory

initialization, acquire the geographic references, grid cell area, size of the layer and

allocates the necessary memory for subsequent GIS operations.

To control the behavior of objects on a layer-by-layer basis, a set of C++ routines are

internally coded to help the system manage both its graphical and tabular data. A layer

manager is always active, it interprets the requests and calls the appropriate GIS routines

in order to perform these tasks. The display manager rapidly updates the layers to show
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changes in object state or attributes. Although the legend maintenance for each layer is

done by the database management, it is still very simple and not very robust.

3.2.3 GUI description

The model interface is very simple, the user can perform all required operations

by using the mouse. There are five widgets in the model interface:

Push buttons: they allow the user to create, save, retrieve and operate on layers,

Tab Selection: during an editing or display session focus can be switched foi III one layer

to another by clicking the appropriate tab. The subsequent operations on the layer

content depends on whether the user is in edit or display mode.

Toggle button: there is a total of four, edit or display operations, and turning the grid

ON or OFF for cleaner display.

Legend: this area is automatically updated by the GIS and database modules, it will

always display the appropriate legend for the edited or displayed map.

Layer display area: this is where the map information and contents is displayed for

either editing or display. There is a total of five input layers (soil, crop, nitrogen

application, irrigation, and weather), one overlay layer (result of the overlay operation),

two output layers (crop yield and nitrogen leaching), two utility functions elicitation

layers (crop yield and nitrogen leaching), a probability distribution layer that generates

the probability distribution functions for both crop and nitrogen leaching, and the final

decision results layer which summarizes the decision model output.
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All the widget in the user interface are accessible by the mouse, and depending on

the operation being performed some widget will be disabled. A typical session starts by

creating (New button) a project and defining the geographical reference of the project

(latitude and longitude of the field center), defining the number of rows and columns to

be used. The user then goes through a series of layer editing sessions by clicking the

appropriate tabs (soil, crop, etc...), once all maps are created the user can initiate the

overlay engine to generate the homogeneous field areas. The crop simulation model is

then run by clicking the "Run" button. when the run is complete the user can display all

pertinent results by choosing the display mode and clicking on either the crop yield or

nitrogen leaching map. The probability distribution functions are generated when the

user chooses the "P.D.F" tab. The final step is to initiate the decision model, the user has

to elicit both utility functions for the farmer (crop yield) and the environment (nitrogen

leaching). By means of manipulating the five-point curve the program in real time

generates the curve fit for the respective utility functions. The "Decision" button will run

the MEU model, generate the final report, and displays the expected utilities for the

current alternative. "Layer Info" can be used to query the contents of all layers on a grid

cell basis, once in layer-info option the user can click the mouse on any pixel and the

GIS-database module will display its attributes. Once complete a project can be saved

for later retrieval by clicking the "Save" button.

This GIS-decision model prototype is very intuitive to use and requires no special

training or computer knowledge. Most of the operations, like attributes management,
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map updating, and statistical analysis, are one mouse click away, and are internally

coordinated.

3.2.4 Data editing

The GIS database modules manage the content of each cell based on their location

and their relation to other layers. In total we have five layers representing:

1. Soil map

2. Crop map

3. Nitrogen application map

4. Irrigation map

5. Weather map

Through the GUI, the user has the ability to assign attributes to each cell separately. A

tabular representation of those attributes is managed by a generic relational database

(Boehm, 1967, Atkinson and Buneman, 1987) that is built into the GIS model. The list of

attributes to be assigned for each cell and for each layer is dictated by CropSyst data

input requirement as discussed above. The following is a description of each layer and

the required attributes that need to be set in order to conduct a simulation.

3.2.4.1 Soil map

For each field unit (raster cell), CropSyst requires the following soil characteristics:

• Field capacity (cm 3/cm 3 ):

• Permanent wilting point(cm3/cm 3 )

• Bulk density(g/cm 3 )
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• Bypass coefficient

• Layer thickness(m)

• Initial conditions

The soil initial conditions in terms of nitrogen and water content are also required,

but default values can be used. As depicted by figure 3.5 and 3.6 the user has the ability

to assign different attributes to different parts of the field, and soil characteristics are

defined over different soil depth. Hence each soil layer depth is also required, and up to

five layers can be defined.

Figure 3.5: Soil map editing
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Figure 3.6: Soil initial conditions map

3.2.4.2 Crop map

The crop attributes required for the simulation model are:

• Crop characteristics and phenology

• Crop morphology and growth

• Crop residue, nitrogen, and harvest

Whenever applicable, crop parameter values refer to a crop without stress. When

assigning crop attributes to field units, the user is first prompted to select one of several

crop classes that are provided by the model. Currently only those crops are modeled, and

possibly more crops will be added in future version. Nonetheless, CropSyst has a build

in parameter editor for crops that can be used to create new ones.

The specific crop parameters required include planting dates, sensitivity to water

stress, vernalization, photo-period, leaf area index, ET crop coefficient, biomass
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transpiration coefficient, light to biomass conversion, maximum water uptake, nitrogen

uptake adjustment, maximum nitrogen concentration at maturity. All these parameters

can be estimated, or acquired form literature. CropSyst comes with a list of predefined

crops (an example crop attribute files can be found in appendix V). Different crops can

be growing on the field and the crop map, as the soil map, divides the field into equal

area cells where the user defines their attributes. A crop layer example is depicted in

Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Crop map editing

3.2.4.3 Nitrogen management map

Considered the major driving management parameter that affects both crop

growth and the environment, nitrogen application management should be specified for

the growing season and for the growing crop. The GIS system allows the user to adjust
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the nitrogen application on a cell basis. Four different applications during the season are

permitted for greater flexibility. Nitrogen can be added in three different forms:

• Nitrates

• Ammonium, or

• Organic manure.

The ammonium and organic volatilization rates are required by the simulation

model and user can use numbers from field test or published literature for similar region

(GLEAMS manuals contain a wealth of information about nitrogen fertilizer). Figure 3.8

depicts the nitrogen management layer.

Figure 3.8: Nitrogen management map
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3.2.4.4 Irrigation management map

Automatic irrigation is the default, the model will apply sufficient water to bring

the water content of the soil to a level such that the plant available water (PAW) is

refilled to the specified amount (usually around 100% whenever the plant available water

falls below a specified amount (usually around 40%). Currently, the water is applied

directly to the soil. It does not affect canopy or residue storage or runoff. The user must

specify the minimum allowable plant available water before irrigation is triggered, and

the plant available water refill point (expressed as decimal numbers between 0 and 1).

The minimum PAW must be less than the refill PAW. Water salinity is also required to

compute the extra amount of water to flush salts. Figure 3.9 depicts the irrigation

management layer.

Figure 3.9: Irrigation management map
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3.2.4.5 Weather map

Weather data is required for evapotranspiration calculation, precipitation, and

crop growth and leaching events. Depending on the simulation length an equal amount

of daily weather data must be present either from historical or model-generated data. The

weather data required is as follows:

• Precipitation

• Minimum and maximum temperature

• Evapotranspiration

Given the size of fields considered in this system, weather data can be generalized for the

whole farm. Figure 3.10 depicts the weather layer.

Figure 3.10: Weather data specification
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The above maps constitute all the required data by CropSyst model. Nonetheless,

due to its 1-D aspects, the maps need to be homogenized in order to extract the field areas

with common attributes. CropSyst only runs on homogeneous field units, hence the GIS

module combines the above maps and generate the necessary data to run the simulation

model for each homogeneous field area.

3.2.5 Data preparation for the simulation model

Once the data is entered into 2-D maps, an overlay engine projects them to

generate the homogeneous areas. Figure 3.11 explains the steps required to overlay the

maps. Each cell from the input maps is projected on the cells below it. Since all map

layers are of equal size, the overlaying is very simple, we start by the top left corner

(figure 3.12) of the soil map and we aggregate the cells from the crop, nitrogen

management, irrigation and weather cells, the resulting combined cell constitutes the first

homogeneous area found. The cell is then compared to the next cells on the row, if they

have the same characteristics as the previous cells, the common area is extended. Once a

new homogeneous cell is found, the subsequent cells are compared to it until the whole

field is inspected.
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Figure 3.12: Detail of the overlay operation
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Depending on the number of rows and columns, this overlay process is very CPU

intensive. An example overlay map can be found on figure 3.13. This process keeps an

inventory of the resulting homogeneous areas in terms of their soil, crop, nitrogen,

irrigation, and weather attributes. The resulting map is then used to construct the 1-D

data required to run the simulation model. Data is extracted from the attributes to

construct ASCII files required by the model. For each homogeneous area, the model runs

and generates the necessary outputs. Results of the CropSyst (appendix VI) model are

processed and relevant results, crop yield and nitrogen leaching, are extracted and

assigned to the output maps. In total, there are two output maps:

• Yield map

• Nitrogen leaching map

Since we are conducting long term simulation, the output maps are a representation of the

simulation period averages. Figure 3.14 and 3.15 are example of output data processed

by the GIS system.
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Figure 3.14: Crop yield map
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3.2.6 Data inspection

Once all input maps are prepared and overlaid, the user is able to display the

attributes for each cell from any map. As with any GIS, inspection for error is important

and permitted before the actual model is initiated. This interactive display proved to be

useful in further simplifying the prototype and making the GIS model truly self

supported. Figure 3.14 and 3.15 are examples of data inspection for an output map.

3.3 Decision analysis model

Decision theory is a body of knowledge and related analytical techniques of different

degrees of formality designed to help a decision-maker choose among a set of alternatives in

light of their possible consequences. Though, decision under certainty links each action to
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one and only one consequence, hence the decision reduces to simply choosing the best

decision/consequence combination. When the probability distributions are unknown, one

speaks about decision under uncertainty. Decision theory recognizes that ranking produced

by using any criterion has to be consistent with the decision-maker's objectives and

preferences. Decision involving risk can be analyzed using the utility function, which

encodes the decision-maker's attitude toward risk taking in mathematical forms by relating

the decision maker's satisfaction or utility associated with the outcome.

3.3.1 Utility theory

Utilities are measures of our subjective value of consequences. Utilities are inherently

different than monetary value, in that our valuation of gain and loss of the same magnitude

are different. This usually involves the analysis of marginal utility, the satisfaction level

usually decreases with increasing level of rewards. In this current research the above holds

true, for example a level of nitrogen leaching below 10 me is satisfactory, any lower rates

would be more satisfactory but with no significant increase in the overall satisfaction. From

the farmer's perspective, the assumption is that once the average regional or economically

viable crop yield is reached, a high level of satisfaction is achieved, any increase in yield

would indeed increase the level of satisfaction, but usually at a lower rate.

The expected utility (EU) rule takes a mathematical representation within the context of

decision analysis, and consists of two parts:

1. The utility associated with a decision itself is the utility of all possible consequences

of a decision weighted by the probability of these consequences occurring. The

resulting figure is the 'Expected Utility (EU)' of the decision:
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EU
	

(3.2)

Where:

EU = Expected utility

P, = Probability of realization of consequence i

U, = Utility of consequence i

2. After the EU is calculated for each decision, its possible to compare the decisions.

The decision with the highest EU should be chosen.

It follows then, that a rational decision-maker would choose the alternative, or action that

maximizes his utility, i.e. leads to the best consequences on average.

In our framework, it's obvious that no market valuation of the environment exists.

Values for farm production are easily measured, by means of yield or economic return. It's

then important to negotiate an optimal compromise in the context of maximizing expected

utility, without requiring explicit valuation of intangibles like clean water (Nielsen and Lee,

1987). Hence, making a decision based on expected utility is synonymous with making a

decision that minimizes expected loss or maximizes expected gain. Determining expected

loss/gain means constructing loss/gain utility functions that consist of outcomes of a

quantity of interest, and the loss/gain associated with each outcome. We consider that there

are two parties involved in the decision-making process, fanner and policy maker. Both

parties should be involved in the elicitation of the loss/gain functions. Assuming that the

utility of the policy maker represents the cost of the alternative and the utility of the farmer

represents the benefit, an ad hoc decision rule may be used to balance or combine the policy
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maker's and the faimer's preferences. For example, the difference between the individual

expected utilities can be used.

3.3.2 Utility function elicitation

In expected utility theory, the utility measure U, of the consequences are assumed to

reflect a decision maker's preferences in the following senses:

1. The numerical order or utilities for consequences preserves the decision-maker's

preference order among consequences.

2. The numerical order of expected utilities of alternatives preserves the decision- maker's

preference order among these alternatives.

Utility theory provides a basis for assignment of utility to consequences by foi	 ululating

necessary and sufficient conditions to satisfy (1) and (2). A utility function is defined

mathematically as a function U from the set of consequences C into the real number that

provides for satisfaction of (1) and (2). There exist various methods for constructing utility

functions. The best-known method is based on indifference judgments of the decision-

maker about especially constructed alternatives, in which the user assigns different utilities

or preference values to each possible outcome. Utility theory permits one to distinguish the

risk-prone, risk-neutral, and risk-averse behavior of decision-makers, which are

characteristics of different decision makers under different decision situations.

The first thing to do when mediating with utility theory is to find out how each party

feels about the alternatives. This process is called preference ordering. Each consequence is

assigned a number in such a way that the more preferred alternatives get higher numbers and

the gaps between the numbers correspond to relative strength of the preferences (marginal
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utility). These numbers are called utility and are denoted "U". The main issue in utility

measurements is concerned with constructing scales and eliciting responses to the different

stimuli or outcomes. Many techniques are available to elicit utility, but the easiest, yet more

reasonable is the bisection or five points method.

3.3.2.1 Bisection method for utility elicitation

In eliciting the utility of the different outcomes, the involved parties are asked to define

their preferences by assigning numbers (utilities) to their state. The necessary steps to elicit

utility functions, which are carried separately for each party, are:

1. Find the value of the worst possible outcome separately for farmer and policy

maker, denoted x 0 . 0 . Given the setup of our problems, increasing crop yield and

reducing nitrogen leaching leads to the following two situations:

• Crop yield of zero would be the worst outcome for the faiiner, and a nitrogen

leaching of more than 10 mg/I is the worst case for the policy maker. We assign

a utility value of zero to both cases.

• U(x 0 .0: Failed yield = 0) = 0

• U (x0 0: Leaching > 10mg/1) =0

2. Find the best possible outcome, denoted x1.0. Farmers will tend to favor a high

yield and policy maker will prefer no leaching, hence

• Normalized crop yield of 1 (Maximum achievable under the nitrogen application

rate considered which is generated by the model). Policy maker will have the

best outcome when the leaching is zero.
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• U (x i . 0 : Highest possible yield =- 1) = 1.0

• U (x 10 : Lowest leaching = 0 mg/1) = 1.0

3. Determine the certainty equivalence (CE), or the value of outcome with a utility of

0.5 (x05). This point lays between the two previous points (0, 1.0). Figure 3.16

depicts this process.

4. Find the CE for the utility value of 0.75 (x0.75), this is the same as the CE between

X0.5 and x1.0

5. Find the CE for the utility value of 0.25 (x0.25), this is the same as the CE between

X0.0 and x0.5

In the above process, both functions are constructed and used separately to compute the

expected utility of each alternative. An ad hoc approach based on the differences between

the policy maker's and the farmer's expected utilities is used to compute the final decision.

Figure 3.17 and 3.18, denote two utility functions constructed for the fanner and the

policy maker. Its is important to realize that the construction of such utility functions

requires formal elicitation, which is beyond the scope of this research as it was not the goal.

The application example in this research was based on a subjective construction of the utility

functions. The five points were assigned randomly, but coherently based on how would a

rational decision maker choose the points. If the utility points were different, the utility

function will be different, and subsequently, the final results would be different.

Nonetheless, the example serves as an illustration of how the overall model operates.

The assumption here relates to the farmer increasing his nitrogen application rates

hoping to increase his yield without increasing nitrogen leaching. The same applies to

the policy maker, reducing nitrogen leaching requires reducing nitrogen application rates,

without reducing farm production. As research and field experiments are still underway,
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there is a common consensus between researchers and policy makers that reducing and

better managing nitrogen does not necessarily lead to reduced farm production, if other

management measures are adopted.

Figure 3.16: Utility function elicitation, the 5 point or bisection method

Figure 3.17: Utility function setup for policy maker
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Once the five-point method is used, the program applies a polynomial smoothing

function to the resulting curves. The parameters of a third degree polynomial function

are computed to facilitate the computation of expected utility, given that the outcomes

deviate from the five points around which the functions were constructed.

Figure 3.18: Utility function setup for farmer

3.3.3 Probability distribution functions

From equation 3.2, we notice that probability is a major ingredient of expected

utility. For each possible outcome, we need an assessment of its probability, in order to

compute the corresponding EU. Often, there is uncertainty as which of the possible

consequences will actually occur. The results of actions are frequently random variables.

First, a lime period of interest was used to transform the stochastic variable into a random

variable (yield and nitrogen leaching). A one-year time period was selected; a year
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represents the natural cycle of nature and eliminated any differences in nitrate due to

seasonal or weather variations. The maximum nitrate value from each year was used to

develop each probability distribution function. For the crop yield, the same reasoning

was applied. The maximum crop was selected to construct the probability distribution for

the simulation time frame.

3.3.3.1 Construction of probability distribution functions

Two probability distribution functions are required, the yearly maximum nitrogen

leaching and the crop yield. CropSyst model generates the yearly data for nitrogen

leaching and crop yield. Curve fitting techniques was used to generate the necessary

probability distribution functions. A fifty year simulation period was selected based on

literature and previous research results.

The statistical analysis module retrieves the daily nitrate concentrations from

CropSyst output files and selects the maximum concentration from each year. The

resulting data will be subdivided into ten equal intervals of 1 mg/1 and the model

generates a continuous probability distribution function. For the crop, the yearly yield is

separated into ten equal intervals and a curve fitted to estimate the probability distribution

functions. Research in environmental risk assessment, suggests the use of the Weibull

distribution to fit both the yearly nitrogen leaching and crop yield (Carter et. al, 1996).

This probability distribution function is rooted in failure analysis research. In this

context, one would think of N leaching > 10 mg/1 as a failure event of the system. The

function is defined by the following equation:
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f (x) = —x (a-1)e f3 (3.3)

With a cumulative distribution function:

F (x) = 1 – e P (3.4)

Where

x = random variable, crop yield or nitrogen leaching

a= Weibull distribution shape parameter > 0

s= Weibull distribution scale parameter > 0

The statistical analysis module uses a simplified approach to estimate the Weibull

distribution parameters (a,0), based on the method of moments. CropSyst generates long

term data for both nitrogen leaching and crop yield (Figure 3.19), hence a mean and

standard deviation for both variables can be computed. Based on the mean and standard

deviation this method enables one to estimate both the shape (a) and scale parameter (p)

and hence the pdf

Once the probability distribution functions are known for yield and nitrogen

leaching, one can easily compute their probability by simple integration of the Weibull

distribution for the average yield during the simulation period and the maximum nitrogen

leaching for the same period. The alternatives are compared using an ad hoc approach.

The whole process is applied to the homogeneous areas of the field and weighted
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appropriately by the number of grid cells. The best action or decision is simply the one

with the highest EU.

Figure 3.19: Weibull distribution curve fitting for both crop and nitrogen leaching

3.3.4 Maximizing expected utility

The decision model, using the above-defined parameters, computes the expected

utilities separately for each party under the management scenario being simulated. A

decision tree (Figure 2.4) can be used to facilitate the organization of alternatives. The

model only generates EU values for each party (farmer and policy maker) and for each

run. The EU of the policy maker is treated as a cost and the EU of farmer as a benefit

and subsequently subtracted from each other to generate a utility-based value for each
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alternative. The user can record them on the decision tree graph and the highest value

dictates the alternative to be recommended.

3.4 Model integration and programming

3.4.1 Model integration

Model integration into a coherent prototype system was achieved by combining

the three different parts:

• CropSyst for crop and nitrogen leaching simulation

• GIS and GUI for data input, management, analysis and display, and

• Expected utility for decision making

Figure 3.20 is a summary flow-diagram of the different parts of this prototype model.

Geographic data about the field, watershed or irrigation district is prepared with the GIS

sub-model. Soil characteristics, crop characteristics, nitrogen management, irrigation

management and weather data is specified on a pixel basis. Every pixel or cell represents

the field unit area where characteristics are expected to be similar. Once data is prepared

and stored, the GIS overlay module combines all the layers to generate the homogeneous

areas of the field and generate the necessary input files for CropSyst model. Long-term

simulation generates the output data. Based on literature recommendations (Carter et al.,

1996) for similar environmental issues, a simulation period of fifty years was selected.

Nitrogen leaching concentrations (mg/1) and crop yield (kg/ha or Mg/ha) for each year

are statistically analyzed and the Weibull distribution's shape and scale parameters (a, p)
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are estimated. At this point all results, including crop and nitrogen leaching could be

displayed in the GIS system.                              

USER
Policy makers, Farmer,

Researcher                                                              

Graphical User Interface                                                       

GIS modules
geographic data

manipulation           

Decision modules
utility elicitation                                  

Data management.
storage and retrieval                                                                           

Simulation model                   

Statistical analysis                                                                         

Decision parameters                   

Visualization &
Display                                                                                                        

EU computation                                                                

Figure 3.20: Overall model flow diagram

Before computing the expected utility, both utility functions for the farmer and policy

maker need to be constructed. A simplified five points method was used to construct

those functions. This task is further simplified in the model, where the user will only

have to move X0 . 25, 4 . 5, and X0 . 75 to their corresponding elicited utility values on the

graph. The model generates the appropriate polynomial curve fit to smooth those utility

functions. Two separate expected utilities are computed for each alternative. Policy
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makers expected utility, which is only based on nitrogen leaching and the farmer's

expected utility, which is based on yield. Assuming that the current problem follows a

simplified form of the Multi Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) with equal weights for

both yield and nitrogen leaching, assumed equally valuable to society, the alternatives are

compared based on the following_ ad hoc model:

EU (A) = EU (A)	 — EU (A,) p„,„ \ ,„,,, k„	 (3.5)

Where:

A,: = alternative management (nitrogen application rates, kg/ha).

As an extra indicator, the ratio of both expected utilities can be computed by:

EU (A i ) fariner
Ratio(A 1 ) = 	

EU (A i )• pol icvm a ker

(3.6)

The first decision criterion is the net present value (NPV), i.e., Benefits(B)-

Costs(C). The second criterion is the ratio, i.e., Benefits/Costs. However, the most

appropriate measure is the NPV. The B/C ratio compares only the magnitude of benefits

versus the magnitude of costs.

It is apparent that the expected utility of the policy maker is treated as a cost

function and constructed in a positive domain to be subtracted from the utility of the

farmer. Figure 3.21 displays the decision results of a typical run. When dealing with

multiple alternatives, the user has to record the values generated by equation 3.5 and rank

the alternatives, choosing the one with the highest value.
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Figure 3.21: Decision model output

3.4.2 Programming and system limitations

The three major components of the model, were integrated within a GUI interface.

Since the CropSyst simulation model is already developed, no further work was required,

except for extracting the actual simulation module from CropSyst program. This was

easily accomplished, since CropSyst program has two components: a window based GUI

interface and a DOS based simulation model, hence we only used the DOS-based

simulation model.

Based on the GIS functionality's required and explained earlier and the raster

representation of spatial data, an object-oriented language was used. C++ programming

language, due to its data abstraction and representation was used to code the GIS, GUI,
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statistical analysis, and the decision model. Modules in the prototype were designed to

manipulate matrices that represented each layer, each field unit (cell) was defined as an

object by its attributes. The graphical display module is designed to take advantage of

the new SVGA graphics card. Push buttons, and tabular input menus provided the

controls necessary to operate the program, and the mouse was the major input and

manipulation device. The prototype was written for DOS for its simplicity and due to

CropSyst inherent design. The prototype relies heavily on available RAM to store and

manipulate large matrices and their associated data. The more RAM is available the

larger the maps can be, and the program has sufficient warning/error messages in case of

failure. A great deal of openness to allow for future modifications was incorporated in

the prototype model.

The current integrated model was developed to run under a DOS or windows

environment. The prototype requires a minimum of a SVGA graphics card. Although,

no specific RAM requirement were set, the field size (matrix size) will depend on the

available RAM, larger and higher resolution fields require more RAM, the system will

alert the user in case he/she runs out of memory. With respect to speed, most of the

example runs were conducted on two different machines, a 486-60MHz running window

3.1 equipped with 4MB of memory and a Pentium 200MHz with 64MB. Under both

machines the model operated with no major problems, fields as large as 200 rows by 200

columns were analyzed. The Run Length Encoding (RLE) compression scheme deemed

very useful when dealing with large fields, it consists of counting the reoccurrence of

similar adjacent cells and storing them as one attribute with the number of reoccurrence.
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The software requires a minimum of 1MB of disk space to install and more disk

space to do a serious work, as it would be required when creating new projects.

However, the focus was on achieving the integrity of the system as opposed to optimizing

it. More work is required if this software is to be made public, most importantly is to

redesign the program for a windowed environment, and improve the database

management capabilities. For example querying the GIS for specific pixel attributes is

not possible in the current version, but would be desirable.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The overall objective of this research was to design a prototype GIS for water

quality management. By integrating a crop response to management model. a GIS data

management model, and a decision model one would hope to eliminate the cumbersome

nature of combining simulation model with off the shelf GIS software.

The model was evaluated in two ways:

1. Model improvement over current technology

2. Model performance in assisting decision maker

Although both goals are overlapping, focus was placed on the model performance with

respect to its general goals of achieving a self-contained integrated system for evaluating

farm management techniques as opposed to the specific goals of validation and actual

analysis. Validation of such a model requires many years of research in the field of

environmental decision making. Nonetheless, evaluating the GIS sub-model and the

overall flow of the model should be a good indicator of its achievements.

4.1. Data flow evaluation

4.1.1 GIS improvement

A shortcoming experienced by most of the available environmental models is

their one dimensional nature (1-D), most of them will only simulate homogeneous fields,

which is a major shortcoming leading to the adoption of GIS software to account for the
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spatial variability. The field is treated as one block of homogeneous soil, crop, irrigation,

nitrogen application, and weather. The raster GIS submodel achieved in the current

research extends the capabilities of those models, in particular CropSyst, by accounting

for the spatial variability by means of dividing the field into equal area elements (cells)

where homogeneity is the factor. Once the field data is entered on a pixel basis, the GIS

sub-model generates the necessary 1-D homogeneous field areas on which the simulation

model runs.

Depending on the field layer considered, each pixel is treated as an object that

holds its own characteristics and attributes. The user defines its attributes by means of

tables. The GIS sub-model manages an internal database, which is an integral part of any

GIS system. The database serves to manage the data attributes for each layer. Only the

relevant layers required by the simulation models are considered, as opposed to the

commercial GIS, where generality is the rule in data input and layer design. The

simplicity as depicted by the previous figures is easily appreciated. It is very important to

note that this GIS sub-model was designed around the data requirement of the CropSyst

model, only data required by the model are presented for user manipulation.

Another shortcoming of current environmental simulation models, is their lack of

visualization. Environmental problems are geographic in nature, it is then sensible to

display results and information on 2-D maps as they would appear on the field. Data can

be easily interpreted and spatially related to its location on field, a major improvement

brought about by GIS, and it's fully preserved in the current model. The model has the

ability to display crop yield and nitrogen leaching on a pixel basis as it would be seen on
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a unit field. The decision-maker, can quickly adjust or recommend different management

alternatives based on how the field responds to the alternatives. For example, if

excessive nitrogen leaching were reported in certain areas of the field, one could very

easily consider checking the soil type, the crop growing, or management in that area.

Remedies could vary from recommending different crops, lower nitrogen application

rates, or different application times be considered.

Overall, the GIS sub-model deemed a major achievement of this research, not

only for its allowance for spatial analysis, but also because of its simplicity and

coherence with respect to the problem at hand. Even, without recourse to the decision

analysis capabilities of this prototype, researchers can still use the model to evaluate

environmental vulnerability to nitrogen contamination. By simulating different

alternatives the GIS sub-model will be able to identify the areas where nitrogen leaching

is excessive and reduced nitrogen application is not a viable economic option, hence

different ideas are assessed. Other options once identified could be tested, for instance

crop rotation, reduced irrigation, or better application timing, all of which can be handled

by the current model.

4.1.2 Decision model

Environmental policy makers, researchers and the public are all struggling to put

a market value on our environment, in terms of its quality. How would one value cleaner

water? What is the value of water with nitrate concentration less than 10mg/1? These are

serious issues, many researchers are trying to answer them. Carter et al. (1996)

rationalized that fines up to $1000/ha and $700/ha are required to deter fanners from
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polluting the groundwater in a research conducted in Georgia and Texas. They further

calculated a cost of $814/ha in Georgia for 800 kg.N/ha/yr application rate and $595/ha

in Texas for 1000 kg.N/ha/yr, which they compare to a social value ranging from $860/ha

to $1432/ha of clean around water. Herriaes and Kling (1997, 1998) conducted a

research to estimate the value of wetland restoration, through focus groups,

questionnaires, and Bayesian procedures. They found that households are willing to pay

on average $4 for a program to restore roughly 38,000 acres of wetlands. Although, more

research is under way trying to estimate the value of a clean environment, its very clear

that no consensus will be reached, due to the complexity of the problem, our lack of

understanding its social and economic implications, and most importantly its political

ramifications.

As explained in the methodology section, this research uses a decision model

based on elicited utility functions and probability distribution functions to provide a

framework for the two involved parties to negotiate an optimal compromise in the

context of maximizing expected utility. Without requiring explicit evaluation of

intangibles, such as the monetary value of clean under ground water. The simplicity of

the decision model and its similarity to more demanding and complex economic models

makes it easy to use, pending sound utility functions elicitation. The proposed decision

model not only eliminated the problem of estimating the value of the environment, but

also encapsulated its enviro-socio-economic nature, both parties' points of view are

considered, and their desired goals are considered. However, it is important to note the

subjective ness of utility functions and their implication on the final results. For this
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study no formal utility elicitation was conducted, only example functions were

constructed to illustrate the use of the ad hoc decision model.

4.2 Example application

A preliminary and illustrative application of this integrated GIS model for

assessing nitrogen application for lettuce production management in arid environments

has been conducted. Doerge et al. (1991) presented a set of best management practices,

the first of which is: "Application of nitrogen fertilizer shall be limited to that amount

necessary to meet projected crop plant needs".

An approximation of overall nitrogen use efficiency in Arizona can be obtained

by dividing the total annual production of harvested materials of the state by the total

weight of nitrogen fertilizer applied during that same year, leading to a Nitrogen

Productivity Index (NPI). Unfortunately, since the 1950's the NPI has not changed

dramatically (Doerge et al., 1991). With an overall perception that Arizona growers use

excessive amounts of nitrogen compared to the rest of the country, causing concern about

nitrate leaching towards under ground water. 10.2% of tested wells in Arizona show

nitrate concentration of more than the recommended 10mg/l. General evidence points to

agriculture as the major source of this contamination (Doerge et al., 1991).

Seven best management practices (BMPs) were proposed to rectify the nitrogen

problem in Arizona, with the most important strategy clearly being reduced application

rates. Furthermore, nitrogen application should coincide as closely as possible with crop

plant maximum uptake periods. Attention to in-igation practices are also suggested in

order to maximize plant uptake of nitrogen.
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Lettuce is a major nitrogen consumer in Arizona, with application rates as high as

700 pounds per acre. Lettuce nitrogen uptake proceeds very slowly until the crop enters

the folding stage. The N flux increases to about 3 lb./acre per day during heading for

winter-grown crops. Hider N fluxes of shorter duration would be expected for fall- or

spring- grown crops that mature more rapidly. In general lettuce takes 80% of its total

nitrogen in the last four weeks prior to harvest, making it even a more complex crop to

manage.

4.2.1 Model setup

In order to evaluate the integrated model developed in this research, many

assumptions and simplifications had to be made due to the lack of data and the non-

feasibility of a field test. Literature on the other hand is abundant with field data regarding

lettuce production in Arizona. One particular research by Thompson and Doerge (1995a,

1995b) conducted a complete economic and environmental analysis, comparing risk

associated with high level of nitrogen application and crop yield for lettuce and melon. As

stated in the methodology section, soil, crop, weather, nitrogen, and irrigation data needs to

be prepared in the GIS sub-model. In order to simplify its application, all layers were

assumed to be homogeneous, only nitrogen application rates were varied. Four nitrogen

application rates were evaluated, based on the field experiment:

• 150 kg/ha

• 200 kg/ha

• 250kg/ha

• 300 kg/ha
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As every thing else on the field was kept constant, there was no need to re-run the model

for each alternative. Actually, the model encompasses an inherent flexibility where one

parameter can be studied if precaution is taken when designing the corresponding layer.

In our current case, the layers consist of 4 equal 1 ha area cells. If we assign the

homogeneous attributes to each layer except the nitrogen layer, which is designed with

four different cells, each having a different application rate, the model generates the

proper results for each homogeneous pixel, in other words, for each nitrogen application

rate.

4.2.2 GIS setup

The field is mapped as a Casa Grande sandy loam (fine-loamy, mixed,

hyperthermic, typic Natrargrid [reclaimed]). The surface (0-0.3 m) soil has a pH of 8.5

and an organic Carbon content of 0.17 g/kg. Soil NO 3 -N in the top 0.6 m was 2 to 4

mg/kg before lettuce planting. A cover crop, sudangrass, was used before planting to

reduce the soil nitrogen concentration variability. A trickle inigation system was used to

supply water to the crop at adequate rates to maintain soil tension around 7 kPa. All N

fertilizer was supplied as a solution of urea-NH4NO3 (320 g N /kg), which was injected

directly into the irrigation water. Four to five applications were made during the growing

season at three week time intervals. The growing season was between November (14 th )

until March -th,.
) It is important to realize the rapid nitrification rates under the thermic

and hyperthermic conditions of the arid Southwest. An amount of 123 kg K/ha

(Potassium) was applied during the season and other soil nutrients were adequate. An

amount of 0.17m precipitation fell during the growing season.
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In order to prepare the GIS and simulation input data, the above information

needed to be amended from literature and through personal communications (Thompson,

1998). Weather data (Figure 4.1 for the fifty years simulation period was partially

acquired from the AZMET (Arizona Meteorological Network, 1987 to 1999,

http://ag.arizona.edu/AZMET). Crop phenology and morphology was supplied by

CropSyst database. Other soil, crop and management data were adjusted during the

calibration phase.

In order to utilize all aspects of the model, a field was conceived around the actual

experiment. The original field experiment (1990-1993) did not assess soil variability and

other spatially dependent parameters, rather it was designed to evaluate nitrogen

application and irrigation management. To remedy this, it was decided to simulate the

field experiment on a "semi-hypothetical" field, where all spatial characteristics are

accounted for by treating the field as one unit, but divided into four equal area elements

(cells). Each cell holds the same attributes for soil, crop, irrigation, and weather,

however, nitrogen application is different for each cell (150, 200, 250, and 300 kg N/ha).

The field layers resulted in four different homogeneous areas (Figure 4.2), and

the simulation model was ran on each one of them. Even though the prototype generates

one EU value for the overall field, the pixel inspection module allowed us to record

individual pixel results. Overall, results for each cell are actually results for the whole

field but under different nitrogen application rates.
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Figure 4.2: Nitrogen leaching under the four different application rates
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Before actual simulation takes place, it is crucial to appreciate the need for

calibration, due to the lack of some simulation parameters. A simulation model will always

require site specific tuning in order to use them with confidence. As this research was

conducted over a three year span, the first year's results were used to fi ne tune and calibrate

the model. An acceptable level of model output was achieved by means of slightly varying_

the flexible input parameters, mostly crop, nitrogen and soil parameters. Table 4.1 depicts

the calibration exercise and its results.

Table 4.1: Calibration data for CropSyst simulation model

Year 1 Observed Sim ulated
Non-Calibrated Calibrated

N -R ate
(kg/ha)

Yield
Mg/ha

N -Loss
kg/ha

Yield
Mg/ha

N-Loss
kg/ha

Yield
Mg/ha

N-Loss
kg/ha

35
120
205

20.2
39.4
41.6

6
49

134

12.3
44.8
65.3

1
25
64

15
42
60

4
45
78

4.2.3 Field and simulation results

4.2.3.1 Field results

Thompson and Doerge (1995a, 1995b) performed an economic and environmental

analysis based on the following criteria:

• Marketable yield

• Net economic return

• Unaccounted fertilizer
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They found a zone of soil water tension (SWT) and rate of applied N in which

acceptable values of the above three criteria occurred. Acceptable ranges were >= 95%

of maximum marketable yield, >=95% of maximum economic return, and =< 40kg/ha of

unaccounted fertilizer N. The region where all three acceptable ranges coincided was a

very limited area bounded by soil water tensions of 6.6 to 7.3 kPa and N rates of 238 to

252 kg/ha.

Only unaccounted N was assumed to create an environmental threat, the authors

argument is that the remaining non recovered nitrogen in soil will eventually be used by a

cover crop or during next season. Usually this is not the case, if a rainfall event take

place before the next planting season the risk of more leaching would be higher, hence

unaccounted N will be greater. A safer approach is to assume that all nitrogen non-

recovered by the crop will ultimately leach to the underground water or create an

environmental risk.

4.2.3.2 Simulation results

The utility functions were constructed using the five-points method, no formal

utility elicitation was conducted, due to the lack of resources. The five points were

assigned based on typical utility functions, and they only serve to illustrate the process of

constructing such curves. It is important to note that other points could have been used,

nonetheless, the goal here is strictly an illustration of the overall model use and the user

interaction. The utility functions constructed during this example were based on

monetary utility function, which could be justified by the direct relationship between
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yield and monetary benefit for the farmer, and the monetary cost of environmental

contamination.

Once data was prepared and the GIS overlay engine ran, the simulation model

used this data to generate a fifty-year long-term data for crop yield and nitrogen leaching.

The probability distribution functions were constructed for both variables. The final step

was to compute the expected utility for each party under each alternative, since we had all

the ingredients in terms of utility functions, probability distribution functions and the

outcomes for each application rate. The ad hoc decision approach reduces to simply

subtracting the EU of the policy maker from the farmer's EU. Table 4.2 summarizes the

results and decision analysis, the values are only an indication of how the model

performed. The nitrogen application rate of 200 kg.N/ha was the one with the highest

expected utility (EU = 0.1200). The recommendation would be then an N application

rate of 200 kg/ha. Field results indicated a recommendation for N rates between 238-252

kg/ha. Due to the variability in the field test results and the inclusion of extra criterion

the interval of recommendation was very narrow. The model however, did perform very

well in terms of predicting yield and N losses.

Table 4.2: Simulation results for the 50 year period

N-Rate	 Yield
(Kg/ha)	 (11/1g/ha)

U(Y)
Utile

P(Y) N-Loss
(kg/ha)

U(N)
Utile

P(N) EU(Ai)

150 65 0.57 0.65 55 -0.65 0.4 0.1105
200 70 0.75 0.8 81 -0.75 0.64 0.1200
250 82 0.80 0.9 95 -0.85 0.72 0.1080
300 90 0.92 0.86 110 -0.95 0.9 -0.0666
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4.2.3.3 Discussion

Overall, the simulation test required large amounts of data that had to be collected

from different sources (GLEAMS documentation, literature, field experiment, etc...).

Nonetheless, setting up the GIS data layers and using the prototype model was very easy

and straightforward. The model was run on a Pentium 11 processor running window 98 and

equipped with 64MB of RAM and a SVGA graphics card.

The utility elicitation, though simple through the five-point method, was not

based on any formal interviews. Utility functions used during the decision analysis phase

were only a reflection of what a typical farmer and an environmental policy maker would

choose, other constructions could have been used and subsequently the final results

would have been different. A formal sensitivity analysis should answer this question, but

was not conducted during this research due to the lack of resources and the illustrative

nature of this example. The expected utilities for all the application rates were computed

by subtracting the EU of the policy maker from the EU of the farmer and resulted in very

close values (0.10 and 0.12) except for the 300 kg/ha application rate, where a

combination of high probability of N leaching and the magnitude of the policy maker's

utility resulted in an EU of —0.067. This indicates that the decision model is sensitive to

environmental concerns. At lower application rates (150kg/ha) the utility of the crop

yield (U = 0.57) indicates that the farmer won't be served by this result (low yield return).

The decision analysis module is obviously sensitive to extreme values of high

leaching and low yield. In both instances, either one of the parties will not be served by

the alternative. The compromising nature of the problem is clearly an important issue to
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be addressed. An optimum solution is when both parties are satisfied through their utility

functions. Too high of a yield most likely requires high N application rate and in turn

results in high leaching. Low nitrogen leaching would result from lower N application

rates, which most likely leads to a lower crop yield. Thompson and Doerge (1995a,

1995b) assert that managing high nitrogen demanding crops in dry area (Southwest USA)

is expected to be harder due to the weather and soil conditions, that make it impossible to

both maintain good yield, low amounts of N leaching. They attributed the small size of

the optimum region found to excessive rainfall during the growing season, and

hypothesized that better results could have been achieved under the usual dry conditions

of the area.

Although no sensitivity analysis was conducted on the effects of the utility functions

on the final expected utilities, it's obvious that the subjective nature of the elicited values,

especially for the farmers could have resulted in different recommendations. Nonetheless,

the use of this ad hoc approach of utility maximization did capture the conflicting nature of

the decision and the need for compromising. It is obvious that varying the utility functions

for one of the parties will result in different results reflecting the shift in weight from farmer

goals to environmental protection.

The prototype performed very well with respect to its GIS capabilities,

visualization and GUI. The integration with CropSyst simulation model, and the use of

the overlay engine performed very well. Both the extension to include spatial variability

and the data input interface were very easy to use and highly interactive. Memory and
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speed seemed a bit problematic, but with today's high speed affordable PC, that problem

should be ruled out.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This research introduced a prototype-integrated model designed around water

quality modeling. As the geographic nature of water quality problems is readily apparent,

the use of 1-D models becomes very limiting and should be addressed. A simplified GIS

model was designed around the driving parameters of water quality modeling. Data input

and management is the most complex phase when dealing with such an issue, by

simplifying the data management, input, and output, the current model achieved three major

goals:

1. Encapsulating the geographic nature of the problem,

2. Providing a data management and input/output visualization

3. Reducing the dependency on commercial GIS

Moreover, the lack of a solid market valuation of environmental quality required a newer

decision framework. By means of maximizing expected utility, this research presented a

decision model to assess and evaluate the proposed management alternatives. Tools for

constructing the decision parameters are all included in this prototype model. The

researchers without recourse to extra software or hardware, can design their problems,

input their geographic data, setup their decision model and conduct long term simulation.

Once the simulation is complete, the model can be used to visualize all the data results.

The decision model is then run, and the expected utilities for each alternative computed.
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The final recommendation is the management alternative with the highest expected

utility.

5.1 Value added GIS

As commercial GIS software is very cumbersome with respect to a particular

geographic problem, and the learning curves of such programs are very steep, the

introduction of a simplified GIS interface centered on the crop simulation model

parameters is deemed a major contribution of this research.

By definition a GIS provides the tools to integrate data layers and perform spatial

operations in order to derive the necessary input data for the environmental models (Tim,

1996; Tim and Jolly, 1994; Tim et al., 1992). Achieving this goal usually requires either

manual or automatic intervention to export and import data between the GIS and the

model. This requires learning specific tools and designing macro language modules (for

example AML: Arc Macro Language). Another role of GIS in water quality modeling

which is by far the most significant is data visualization. Geographic data once presented

in graphical map format provides insights into the problems being addressed. Besides

their aesthetic values, maps provide the policy maker with the large state of affairs, so

"what if?" type of analysis can be performed.

The current research achieved a simplified GIS model that only deals with the

water quality problems, and was designed around the simulation model parameters. The

GIS model can assist the policy maker by presenting clean visualization tools for

inspecting the field and giving insight into aspects of the problems that are not possible

otherwise, be it data input, results display or decision analysis. The following goals: 1) a
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simplified GIS interface, 2) sound system of visualization, and 3) a simple decision

model were developed without the need for expensive equipment or commercial GIS

software. The above goals were achieved within a very coherent, small, very well

integrated prototype, yet focused around the problem of water quality modeling.

5.2 Decision model

Some of the very tough questions facing policy makers and farmers alike are:

"How can we maintain the harmony of our agricultural activities and reduce its negative

impact on the environment?" Decision analysis tools were long available to economists

but no attention was given to the environment. Achieving higher yield, coupled with low

prices of nitrogen fertilizer has lead to an accelerated degradation of the environment. In

contrast to economic models, the current research demonstrated the use of expected

utility as a mean for both farm production and environmental quality valuation. The use

of utility functions to transform our willingness to protect the environment and preserve

farm activities enabled the model to address the conflict between policy makers and

farmers. It also alleviated the circular inconsistency introduced by the economic model,

expressed in farmers switching to cash crops, or increased price to offset the cost of

cleaning the environment.

5.3 Data flow

A major improvement in the current model is its data flow simplicity. Naturally,

when dealing with such a complex environmental problem, data management plays a

significant role in the model perception and usefulness. The model starts by allowing the
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user to design his geographic field by means of assigning attributes to the different layers.

Once the data is ready, it can be analyzed and visualized by the GIS sub-model. Since the

decision is a major part of the model, the user has the option of constructing the utility

functions separately for both parties, policy maker and faimer. Long-teim simulation takes

place and the user can further analyze the results by means of visualizing the simulation

output. Finally the model computes the expected utility and the user can choose the best

alternative, which has the highest expected utility.

Overall, this research achieved the following goals:

• A simplified GIS interface

• A sound system of visualization

• A simple decision model

Without need for expensive equipment or commercial GIS software, the above goals

were achieved within a very coherent context.

5.4 Recommendations

During the testing phase of the prototype many problems with the

probability distribution generation component and the utility functions were noticed.

Improvement of the decision model and the overall prototype should be considered as

follows:

1. Probability distribution functions for crop yield and nitrogen leaching should be

studied in more detail to provide a better understanding of their sensitivity to the

alternatives,
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2. Utility elicitation, though deceptively simple, can cause major problems to the final

decision model outcomes. No formal sensitivity analysis was performed, and the

author recommends further studying of how better to quantify these entities. Another

approach would be to use the Multi-attribute Utility theory.

3. Some aesthetic problems could be adjusted, though very well conceived, the

visualization module could be improved with a better legend and faster display,

4. Port the model to a windowed environment as it is becoming a popular choice,

5. Include other management parameters in the decision model. The cun-ent prototype

only performs decision analysis based on nitrogen management. Inclusion of other

nutrients (i.e. phosphorus), pesticides, and irrigation will enhance its usability. In

such case the decision will be a multi attribute problem that can be addressed by

using the MAUT, and

6. Improve the GIS data assignment, currently the prototype relies on the mouse as the

only means of input, with large fields, this could become a tedious task. Another

mean of GIS data acquisition could be designed and even data importing and

exporting implemented.



APPENDIX I: Example simulation/control file

[simulation]
description=Logan, 1982, Mgmt 1 wheat
run_time_graph=0
run_chemical=1
run_nitrogen=1
run_erosion=0
erode_soil=1
constant_organic_matter=0
runoff=1
starting date=1982091 (1982/4/1)
ending date=1982237 (1982/8/25)
soil_filename=Logan82.si I
location_filename=LOGAN82.LOC
salinity=1
finite diff=1
years_in_rotation=1
num_chemicals=3
simulate_CO2=0
annual_CO2_change=0.00000
initial_CO2_conc=350.00000
[override]
steepness=0.00000
[H20]
1=0.32000
2=0.29000
3=0.29000
4=0.30000
5=0.31000
6=0.33000
[initialize]

surface_residue=0.15000 Surface biomass
incorp_residue=0.01000 Incorporated biomass
residue_water_hold=0.00200
residue_N_conc=0.01800 kgN/kgBio Residue nitrogen concentration
decomposition time=60 Decomposition time constant
[salt]
water_table salinity=0.00000
1=0.00000 Salinity
2=0.00000 Salinity
3=0.00000 Salinity
4=0.00000 Salinity
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5=0.00000 Salinity
6=0.00000 Salinity
adjustment=	 1.0000000000
enabled=1
water_table_conc=	 0.000000000 Water table salinity
[adjustment]
max_transform depth=0.50000 Maximum transformation depth
adjust_mineralize=0.20000 Mineralization rate adjustment
[NO3]
adjust_denitrify=1.00000
1=0.00000 Amount of nitrogen in the form of nitrate
2=30.00000 Amount of nitrogen in the form of nitrate
3=5.00000 Amount of nitrogen in the form of nitrate
4=5.00000 Amount of nitrogen in the form of nitrate
5=5.00000 Amount of nitrogen in the form of nitrate
6=5.00000 Amount of nitrogen in the form of nitrate
enabled=1
water table conc=	 0.0000000000
[NH4]
adjust_nitrify=1.00000
1=0.00000 Amount of nitrogen in the form of ammonium
2=0.00000 Amount of nitrogen in the form of ammonium
3=0.00000 Amount of nitrogen in the form of ammonium
4=0.00000 Amount of nitrogen in the form of ammonium
5=0.00000 Amount of nitrogen in the form of ammonium
6=0.00000 Amount of nitrogen in the form of ammonium
enabled=1
water_table_conc=	 0.0000000000
[%0M]
1=3.00000 Percent organic matter
2=3.00000 Percent organic matter
3=3.00000 Percent organic matter
4=3.00000 Percent organic matter
5=3.00000 Percent organic matter
6=3.00000 Percent organic matter
[chemicals]
1=NO3
2=NH4
3=salt
[adustment]
max_transform_depth=	 0.5000000000
adjust_denitrify=	 1.0000000000
adjust_nitrify=	 1.0000000000
adjust_mineralize= 	 1.0000000000
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APPENDIX II: Example location file

[location]
ET model=PRIFSTLEY-TAYLOR
description=Logan. 1982
weather_clirectory=.
weather_filename , -.DAT
code=-clat
latitude=40.73000 Latitude
ini_cum_freezing_ndx=-30.00000 Initial cumulative freezing index
aridity_factor=0.05000 Aridity factor for VPD
VPD_slope=0.00000
VPD_intercept=0.00000
summer_dew pt_slope=0.00000
summer dew_pt_intercept=0.00000
summer_min dew_pt_adj=1.00000
other_dew_pt_slope=0.00000
other_dew_pt_intercept=0.00000
other_min_dew_pt_adj=1.00000
fitted_B_solar_rad=0.00000
Tnc_solar_rad=0.00000
clear_sky_transmission_coef=0.75000
snow_insulation_factor=0.02000 Snow insulation factor
PT constant=1.26000 Priestley-Taylor Constant
wind_measurement_height=2.00000 Wind measurement height
wind speed_classification=medium
wind_speed_spring_summer=1.00000 ??? Summer
wind_speed_fall_winter=1.00000 ??? Winter
longitude=117.00000
elevation=0.00000
country=
state=
county=
[mean_peak_rainfall]
description=Mean peak 1/2 hour fraction of total rainfall
1=0.22000 Jan

12=0.22000 Dec
[climgen]
start_year=2000
num_years=30
evenly_distributed precip=1
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C solar rad=2.00000
file_format=day_precip_temp_rad
classification=1
[mean_wind_speed]
1=0.00000

12=0.00000
[wind_speed alpha]
1=0.00000

12=0.00000
[wind_speed_beta]
1=0.00000

12=0.00000
[preci pi tati on_alpha]
1=0.00000

12=0.00000
[preci pi tati on_beta]
1=0.00000

12=0.00000
[mean_max_temp]

description=Mean maximum temperature
units=
1=0.00000

12=0.00000
[mean_min temp]
description=Mean minimum_temperature
units=
1=0.00000
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12=0.00000
[mean_precip]



description=Mean precipitation
units=
1=0.00000

12=0.00000
[fract_wet_days]
description=Fraction of wet days
units=
1=0.04000

12=0.04000
[mean_diff dry_wet_clays]
description=Mean of difference of temperature between dry and wet days
units=
1=0.00000

12=0.00000
[mean_diff_solar_rad dry_wet days]
1=0.00000

12=0.00000
[std_max_temp]
description=Standard deviation of mean maximum temperature
1=0.00000

12=0.00000
[std_min_temp]
description=Standard deviation of mean minimum temperature
1=0.00000

12=0.00000
[mean_solar rad]
description=Mean solar radiation
units=MJ/m2/day
1=0.00000
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12=0.00000
[std solar_rad]
description=Standard deviation of mean solar radiation
1=0.00000

12=0.00000
[P(w/w)]
units=
1=0.00000

12=0.00000
[P(w/d)]
units=
1=0.00000

12=0.00000
[matgen]
monthly_correlations=0
first_year_continuous solar_rad=0
num_years_continuous_solar_rad=0
first year_continuous_temp=0
num years_continuous_temp=0
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APPENDIX III: Example soil file

[soil]
description=millville silt loam, Logan, Utah (Greenville)
steepness=0.03000 Steepness
slope_length=100.00000 Slope Length
cation exchange_capacity=15.00000 Cation exchange capacity
pH=7.00000
hydrologic_group=D
hydrologic_condition=GOOD
hydrologic_curve_number=0.00000
[profile]
number_layers=6
[thickness]
1=0.10000 Soil layer Thickness
2=0.10000 Soil layer Thickness
3=0.25000 Soil layer Thickness
4=0.30000 Soil layer Thickness
5=0.30000 Soil layer Thickness
6=0.40000 Soil layer Thickness
[bypass_coef]
1=0.50000 Soil layer Layer bypass coef.
2=0.50000 Soil layer Layer bypass coef.
3=0.50000 Soil layer Layer bypass coef.
4=0.50000 Soil layer Layer bypass coef.
5=0.50000 Soil layer Layer bypass coef.
6=0.50000 Soil layer Layer bypass coef.
[bulk density]
1=1.40000 Soil layer Bulk Density
2=1.40000 Soil layer Bulk Density
3=1.40000 Soil layer Bulk Density
4=1.40000 Soil layer Bulk Density
5=1.40000 Soil layer Bulk Density
6=1.40000 Soil layer Bulk Density
[perm_wilt_point]
1=0.17000 Soil layer Volumetric permanent wilting point
2=0.15500 Soil layer Volumetric permanent wilting point
3=0.15500 Soil layer Volumetric permanent wilting point
4=0.16000 Soil layer Volumetric permanent wilting point
5=0.16500 Soil layer Volumetric permanent wilting point
6=0.17500 Soil layer Volumetric permanent wilting point
[field_capacity]
1=0.32000 Soil layer Volumetric field capac ity
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2=0.29000 Soil layer Volumetric field capacity
3=0.29000 Soil layer Volumetric field capacity
4=0.30000 Soil layer Volumetric field capacity
5=0.31000 Soil layer Volumetric field capacity
6=0.33000 Soil layer Volumetric field capacity
[sand]
1=60.00000 Soil layer ???
2=60.00000 Soil layer ???
3=60.00000 Soil layer ???
4=60.00000 Soil layer ???
5=60.00000 Soil layer ???
6=60.00000 Soil layer ???
[clay]
1=20.00000 Soil layer Soil texture triangle
2=20.00000 Soil layer Soil texture triangle
3=20.00000 Soil layer Soil texture triangle
4=20.00000 Soil layer Soil texture triangle
5=20.00000 Soil layer Soil texture triangle
6=20.00000 Soil layer Soil texture triangle
[silt]
1=20.00000 Soil layer sand
2=20.00000 Soil layer sand
3=20.00000 Soil layer sand
4=20.00000 Soil layer sand
5=20.00000 Soil layer sand
6=20.00000 Soil layer sand
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APPENDIX IV: Example management file

[management]
description=logan 1982, wheat, irrigation 1
land_treatment=STRAIGHT A Dry
automatic_irrigation=1
automatic_nitrogen=1
automatic_clipping=1
adjust_relative growth rate_for_clipping=0.50000
minimum_biomass_required_for clipping=0.00000
biomass_forces_clipping=2000.00000
trim_biomass_removed=90 Percent biomass to remove
trim_to_residue=0
harvest_wait=6 Number of days to wait for harvest
soil conservation_factor=1.00000 RUSLE soil conservation practice factor
irrigations=2
fertilizations=2
tillages=0
residues=1
chemicals=0
irr refill_PAW=	 1.0000000000
min allow_PAW=	 0.6000000000
concentration=	 0.0000000000
[automatic irrigation_period_1]
start_phen_sync=actual_date Starting date
offset=0
start_date=1 (0000/1/1)
end_phen sync=actual_date Ending date
offset=0
end_date=365 (0000/12/30)
max allowable_depletion=0.50000 Maximum allowable depletion
depletion observe_depth=1.00000 Depletion observation depth
net_irrigation_mult=1.00000 Net irrigation multiplier
max_application=20.00000 Maximum irrigation application
concentration=0.00000 Irrigation
start_date=1 (0000/1/1)
offset=0
start_phen_sync=actual_date
encl_date=365 (0000/12/30)
offset=0
end_phen_sync=actualdate
[irrigation_l]
phen_sync=relativedate
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offset= 17
date=169 (0000/6/17)
SCS_code=112
terminate_crop=0
amount=0.50000
salinity=0.00000
concentration=0.00000
chemical=NONE
[irrigation_2]
phen_sync=relative_date
offset=9
date=161 (0000/6/9)
SCS_code=112
terminate_crop=0
amount=0.30000
salinity=0.00000
concentration=0.00000
chemical=NONE
[fertilization_l]
phen_sync=after_planting
offset=20
date=1 (0000/1/1)
SCS_code=42
terminate_crop=0
NO3_amount=0.00000
NH4 amount=0.00000
ammonium_source=NO_AMMONIUM
NH4 appl_method=NO APPLICATION
NH4 volatilization=0.00000
org_N=0.00000
org_Nsource=STRAW
decomposition_time=60
org_N_NH4_volatilization=0.00000
liquid.°
[residue_1]
phen_sync=after_planting
offset=20
date=1 (0000/1/1)
SCS_code=80
terminate crop=0
[fertilization 2]
phen_sync=after_planting
offset=20
date=1 (0000/1/1)
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SCS_code=42
telininate_crop=0
NO3_amount=500.00000
NH4_amount=500.00000
ammonium_source=NO_AMMONIUM
NH4_appl_method=NO_APPLICATION
NH4_vol ati zati on=0. 00000
org_N=0.00000
org_N_source=STRAW
decomposition time=60
org_N_NH4_volatili zation=0.00000
liqui d=0
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APPENDIX V: Example crop file

[crop]
description=Wheat (spring)
class=SEED
vemalization=0
photoperioc1=0
N_fixation=0
can_fixate N=0
C_species=C3
perennial=0
stages=NOCROP PREPLANTING PREEMERGENCE ACTIVE_GROWTH
FLOWERING GRAIN_FILLING MATURITY DORMANTHARVESTABLE
HARVESTED
land_use=SMALL_GRAIN
planting date_mode=FIXED_DATE
deg_day_base_temp=3.00000 Base temperature
deg_day_cutoff_temp=22.00000 Cutoff temperature
planting avg_temp=5.00000 5 day mean temperature required for planting
planting_PAW=0.10000 Minimum required plant available water of layer 2
deg_day_emerge=100 Emergence
deg_day_leaf_duration=900 Leaf duration (deg-days)
deg_day_begin flower=900 Begin flowering
deg_day_peak_LAI=850 Peak LAI
deg_day_tuber_initiation=1000
deg_day_begin grain_filling=980 Begin grain filling
deg_day_begin_maturity=1500 Physiological maturity
deg_day_temp limit_ceases=1500 Thermal time to cease temperature limitation
max_root_depth=1.50000 Maximum rooting depth
max_water uptake=13.00000 Maximum water uptake
max_LAI=5.00000 Maximum leaf area index (LAI)
fract_LAI_mature=0.70000 Fraction of max. LAI at physiological maturity
specific leaf_area=24.00000 Specific leaf area
stem_leaf_partition=3.00000 Stem/leaf partition
leaf_duration_sensitivity stress=1.00000 Leaf duration sensitivity to water stress
ET_crop_coef=1.05000 ET crop coefficient at full canopy
biomass_water_ratio=4.70000 Above ground biomass-transpiration coefficient
light_to biomass=0.00300 Light to above ground biomass conversion
at_pt_limit=0.95000 At/Pt ratio limit to leaf area growth
at_pt root_limit=0.50000 At/Pt ratio limit to root growth
opt_temp for_growth=10.00000 Temperature below which growth rate is reduced
induce dormancy temp=10.00000 Average temperature for 7 consecutive days to induce
dormancy
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start dormancy_valid_date=365 (12/30)
leave_doimancy_valid_date=365 (12/30)
critical _leaf water pot=-1500.00000 Critical leaf water potential
wilt leaf water_pot=-2200.00000 Wilting leaf water potential
phenologic_sensitivity water stress=0.00000 Phenologic sensitivity to water stress
kc=0.50000 Extinction coefficient for solar radiation
decomposition_time=60 Decomposition time constant
residue area mass=5.00000 Area to mass ratio of residue cover
straw_to_residue=0.70000 Fraction of straw remaining after harvest
harvest_ndx_unstressed=0.48000 Unstressed index
harvest_ndx_flowering_sensitivity=0.10000 Sensitivity to water stress during flowering
harvest_ndx_filling sensitivity=0.05000 Sensitivity to water stress during filling
harvest_ndx_tuberinit_sensitivity=0.00000 Sensitivity to water stress during tuber
initiation
harvest_ndx_tuber_growth_sensitivity=0.00000 Sensitivity to water stress during tuber
growth
translocation factor=0.30000 Translocation factor
vemalization_low_temp=0.00000 Low temp. for opt. vem.
vernalization high temp=0.00000 High temp. for opt. vern.
vernalization_start=0.00000 Day requirement to start
vernalization_enc1=0.00000 Day requirement to complete
vemalization_min_factor=0.00000 Min. vernalization factor
photoperiod_start=0.00000 Day length (photo-period) to inhibit flowering
photoperiod_end=0.00000 Day length (photo-period) for insensitivity
adjust_N_uptake=1.00000 Nitrogen uptake adjustment
adjust N availability=1.00000 Nitrogen availability adjustment
residual_N=1.00000 Amount of residual nitrogen per soil layer
N max concentration emerge=0.05000 Maximum N concentration during early growth
N_min_concentration_mature=0.00700 Minimum N concentration at maturity
N max_concentration_mature=0.01200 Maximum N concentration at maturity
max N stubble=0.00700 Maximum N content of standing stubble
osmotic_pot_50=-1000.00000 Osmotic potential for 50% yield
salt_tolerance_P=3.00000 Osmotic potential Van-Genuchten salinity tolerance exp
growth_ratio elevated_to 350ppm_CO2=1.25000 Ratio of growth at elevated reference
and 350 ppm atmospheric CO2 concentration
elevated_reference CO2_conc=660.00000 Elevated reference atmospheric CO2
concentration



APPENDIX VI: Example CropSyst output file

Daily report Accumulation mode:Annual
Maize 1987 (Mantova, Italy)
MANTOVA CASALE DI GOVERNOLO
Mantova, Italy

Year

Day
of the
year
(julian)

Above
ground
biomass
(kg/ha)

Green
area
index
(-)

NH4
leached
(kgN/ha)

NO3
leached
(kgN/h a)

Total N
leached
(kgN/ha)

1987 1 0.0 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000
1987
1987 120 0.0 0.00 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 121 0.0 0.00 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 1 77 0.0 0.00 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 123 0.0 0.00 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 124 0.0 0.00 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 125 0.0 0.00 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 126 5.0 0.01 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 127 5.6 0.01 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 128 6.2 0.01 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 129 6.9 0.02 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 130 7.7 0.02 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 131 8.5 0.02 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 132 37.0 0.08 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 133 37.5 0.08 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 134 42.5 0.09 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 135 48.9 0.11 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 136 55.6 0.12 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 137 62.5 0.13 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 138 325.4 0.61 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 139 334.9 0.63 0.148 93.502 93.649
1987 140 1878.6 2.02 0.148 93.502 93.649
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